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S1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this task was to determine the present status of

the ATCRBS interference environment as caused by multiple Inter-

rogatore and transponders, and how this interference impacts the

performance of the system. It was hoped that these results would;

(a) provide pertinent data and an indication of the existence of k
mutual interference between FAA and nearby DOD sites. and Iudi-

cats whether cooperative efforts between these users are required;

(b) provide a basis for predicting the future state of ATCRBS

system performance; and (c) enhance the capabilities of simulation I

models being developed by ECAC and TSC, by providing a deeper

insight Into the existiug status of the system. 4
A

The effort was focused on obtaining data in a coordinated ground-

air experiment near a high-density terminal. Measurements were

conducted in such a manner as to disclose the causes of

interference as well as the result of the interference. The

results of the measurements were then projected into the future

to accouut for future increases In air traffic. The measurements A

and projections were also related to their effects upon ATC system

operation, by the utilization of existing simulation models of

the ARTS III and TPX-42 systems. Concentration was placed on A

achieving en early, reliable result, and on providing a minimum-

cost program. Maximum use was made of existing equipment, such

as the instrumented van at MITRE; maximum use was also made .f

existing models of the ARTS III and TPX-42 processors. ke'ults

are in a form useful for the development of computer models ofV the ATCRBS environment and for DABS planning purposes.

S1.1 Approach and SpecificWork Activities

Cround and airborne instrumentation systems were used to measure

the effects ot self-interference of the Radar Beacon System in a

f 1-I
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1,

high-develty ' wironment. '2 In parallel with the msasu.ýemsnt

and its subsequent analyuis, an investigation using existing

computer-ilmulaLtun models of the ARTS ITI and TPX-42 systems

was conducted tt, assess the. Impact of various levels of inter-, ,4

ference ot, measurable parametelv of 'these systems. 3 ' 4

The experimental program wis specifically designed so that such
equipment-sensltive, parameters as RY signal strength, the Inter- "

rogator antenna pattern, .nd the aircraft antenna pattern, did 1
not impact the results. The d2eteumination of such environmental-

aensitivt parameters ;ts Lhe" number of replies by the instrumented

*lrr'aft to the Instrumented interrogator, the level of asynchro-

nous interference (fruit), and the number of interrogators and

transpcnders '.i. the environment. were included in the pf'otram.
S~In ad,litton, tlhe aircr.aft %'4s equipped to indicate the reaso n

for i.ny misting replies - whether it be caused by dead-time 1
resulting from a Lu¢punse to a normal interrogation, an SLS

sigaal. or reply-rate limiting.

While the experimental program was conducted, the Impact of

interferencc on the seml-automatic TPX-42 system and the automatic

ARTS Ill sysLem was examined. This was accomplished by exercising

existina simulation models to determine, as a function of various

1.evels of reply probability and fruit, such factors as probability

of detection, azimuth splits, azimuth accuracy, and code valida-

tion. For the ARTS III system, further factors of track coast ,rnd

track disassociation were determined.

The results of the above investigations were used to relate the

present status of ATCRIS to scan-independent facetoix of inter-

ference; by projecting for future traffic densities, a forecast

was developed of future statue.

1-2
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1.2 Review t.'f Renokct

The following section briefly reviews the way in which the

interference mearnurements experiment vas Implemented. Parasmeters

measured and the means lor syneshronizing the uplink and downlink

data records are also outlined.

Section 3 sumarizes the test results for the New York and Boston

areas. These results are an".lyzd sue compared with predicted

values based on an earlier-ueveloped model of interference circum- I

stances.5 Both the interference enviroiant and its resationship

to Its causes, as veil as equipment performance vulnerability

to these effects are considered. The treatment In this section

and In Appendix A includes certain short term characteristics
an well as average features. Some comw,t.' regarding particular

equip'ment design aspeta are also related to these efforts.

Sections 4 and 5 aivL a svnnrais of the extent of ARTF III and

TPX-42 performance degradation produced by in'erfere.c- These

cesults are based on computer simulations utilizing statistical

description of the input environmental conditions.

General commentri and recommendationa based u., Otis total effort

are then given in Section 6. This .- ction also illustrates how

these results may be employed in forecasting the average system

characteristics as a function of Interrogator population and

air traffic count.

Sumariea of three of the priucipal tasks in thir program are

included in this report as appendicies. Simulation of

the ARTS III performance degradation in the Interference en-

vironment is reviewed in Appendir D; g similar treatment of the

1-3
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TPX-42 study is given in Appendix E. Implamtastiou of the

expeImental effort and a mamry of the flight toot prorm -

are contained in Appendix P. Each at these overviews In extracted

frou thq pertinent final report. -

I
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2. MUTUAL INTERFERENCE MLAW3DWMXr

Synchronized measurements of the ATCRBS uplink and dournlink

interference condition were conducted in the vicianiLies (-f New

York and Boston. Appendix C reviews this experimental arrange-

ment as well as the monitoriL- methods employed to estimate the

population of the producers of these Interference conditions.

The following is a brief summary of the measurements program.

2.1 Measured Parameters

The interrogator van was instrumented for tracking the test

aircraft position on a scan-to-scan basis. Curing the scanning

beam dvell interval, the interrogetor uniquely addressed the

test transponder with a Mode D Interrogation sequence. The

attempt of the tracking arrangement was to center this series of

interrogations about the beam maximum as it illuminated the test

aircraft. Synchronizing signals were transmitted to the aircraft

at the beginning and end of this series of Mode D interrogations; A

these synchronizing signals simultaneously turned the airborne

and ground data collection systems on and off. Between these

beam dwell intervals, each of these sytems separately monitored AL the interference conditions on the uplink and on the downlink.

Monitoring of the signal strength and the tracking loop condition

was used on both the ground and airborne units to flag data if

a solid link was not established. Th. purpose of these flags '1
was to insure to the maximum extent possible that the uplink erA

I idovnlink failures recorded in the experiment were Isolated to

failures solely attributable to the measured interference condi-

tions.

2-1



2.1.1 Uplink MHsurements

Uplink interference conditions influence whether or not a

transponder will be busy when interrogated by a particular unit.

Both the interrogation rate and the side lobe inhibit rate are of

Interest in this regard. Ir an attempt to relate these inter-

ference rates to the transeonder reply probability, the experiment

was configured so that the number of replies to unique interroga-

tions (Mode D) were counted over the same Interval in witich

interference rates were monitored. The transponder used in the

test aircraft was operated as a noz-al ATCRDS unit augmented by

inhibit lines which prevented a reply to a unique interrogation

when the unit had been captured by a previous normal mode inter-

rogation or side lobe Inhibit signal.

The aim of the experiment was to collect these data over the

beas dwell interval consisting of ten unique address interrogation

periods centered about the bea& maximum. The total length of

this data collection interval was 38 ma, this represented the

finest level of resolution of interference variations directly

measured in the experiment. This sample of the uplink environment

was only possible once per scarn of the interrogator beam; an

additional measure of the interrogation was, however, obtained

from the calibrated reply rate limit voltage. Counts of the

interrogation sud suppression rates were also made over t.e

approximately seven second scan period between beam dwells.

Collecting data in this way over these Integration intervals

thus enabled some assessment of the burst characteristics of these

rates. In summary, then, the following measurements vere made on

the uplink:

2-2
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1. Mode 3A and Mode C combined interroption replies over a

38 me dwell period, from the calibrated reply rate limit

voltage, and also over a seven second scan period.

2. SLS inhibits over the same intervals of 38 me and seven

asec onds.

3. Number of Mode D replies made over the 38 me dwell interval.

Contributions to this euvirortment by the test interrogator were

minimized by restricting Its Mode D operation to the interval

needed for the tracking gates; Mode 3A radiation was employed

only at 10 minute intervals for several scan periods while traffic

diotributions were photographed. 1:
.2.1.2 Downlink Measurements

Downlink interference may garble or overlap the transponders•f

reply thereby preventing detection or code validation. Asynchro-

nous interference or fruit is produced by aircraft (within range

of the interrogator receiver) when they are interrogated by other

units.

Both the temporal and the spatial features of this fruit distri-

bution are of interest. Normal operation of the van interrogator

therefore measured fruit rates during the 38 me dwell time, and

over the seven second scan interval. Periodically, these measure-

meats were interrupted and the azimuthal variation of the fruit

distribution was monitored over consecutive 18 degree sectors

during one antenna scan.

2.2 Test ProRram

A detailed description of the test implementation and the flight

test prograv in the New York area is found in the above-mentioned

2-3



appendix. A similar description for measurlmoutg In the vicinity
of Boston ts given in Reference 2. The majority of the data vere
obtained during circular or radial flights with reference to the
test van interrogator. Flight duration* were 'nmtnally two hours
at altitudes of 7.5Kft. or 9.0(it.

Coordinst.o uplink and dovnlink m.asuremence were obtained in the
test flight serie; The interrogator population producing uplinki conditions was estimatsd'from FAA files, and the aircraft distri-
bution associated vith the dovnlink interference was determined
from scope photographs periodically made during the test duration.
All of these features of the interferer.e environment were con-
sidered in the analysis and interpretation of the test results.

t

It 
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3. FLIGHT TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Data reduction was accomplished by procasaing the synchronized

ground and airborne tapes. Scan by scan records of uplink and

dowulink conditions were thus available both for examination of

the variational characteristics of the data as well as for comparl-

son against the related sources of Interference, i.e., the

interrogator and transponder populations. In addition to these

scan by scan records of coordinated interference conditions, the

processing program also provided a statistical analveim nf measure-

vments over specified intervals.

Average values of these analyses were compared with an earlier

"developed model output to determine to what extent the average

performance of ATCRBS could be related to interference-producing
sources. The distribution features measured in the data collected
were compared with analytical model to determine whether or not

burst characteristics in the data could be accounted for on the

basis of statistically independent events.

Coordinated determinations of the interrogator and aircraft

populations are described next; the uplink and downlink inter-

ference environments are then compared with predicted values.

An examination of beacon equipment response to these interference

conditions concludes this section.

3.1 Interference Sources

Uplink interrogation and suppression rates are determined by the

population and characterlst*ca of the interrogators within the

field of view of the aircraft. Since virtually all units within -..
line of sight will provide above minimum threshold level (MTL)

signals on their main beams, it is not of first order importance

what their specific locations are in terms of the expected average

3-1



interrelation rate when these units are SLS euipped. The side-

lobe inhibIt rate, however, should be more senitive to the

relative location -if the aircraft and interrogetors since the

side lobe vesponse range is on the order of teo of ailes and

units beyond this tange therefore will-not contribute to the SLS

Count.

Downlink fruit raLes dre determined by the reply rate of the
aircraft within range of the 1interrogator and so are critically

dependent upon the distrib!iiout of the traffic. This distribution

is partitularly important in terms of the minor lobe contribution

to the total fruit rate.

The next two sections describe how these contributing sources

were monitored in the Lest program. Implications of these factors -

are then treated.

3.1.1 Interrogator Population

A list of interrogators, their locations, and their general

characteribltcs was provided by the FAA. A search routine centered

at the test aircraft location was used to cull from this list

those units within radio line of sight. This nmber varied in

the New York area from 36 to 42 over the flight of 2/9/72 and was

nominally 28 for the flight of 2/11/72. The number for the flight

of 2/16/72 varied from 40 to 42.

The retrieval program enables an actual determination of this

authorized interrogator population distribution. Since. as

indicated in Reference 5, this precise distribution does not

critically affect the analysis of average uplink characteristics

(except for SLS inhibit rates), we will only note here that the

3-z



total number of interrogators indicated for a flight altitude

of 7.5 thousaud feet are in close agreement with other assess-

ments. A more refined treatment of the impact of the interrogator

distribution is possible, of course, since the required data is

available. Linitations on the scope of the efforts prevented

this approach at this tihe however.

3.1.2 Traffic Distributiop

Airborne transponders out to a maximum displayed range of 160

miles from the interrogator vere monitored by periodically i

photographing the scope while interrogating on Mode 3A. Such

photographs were taken on an approximately ten minute basis at

both the test van and at the nearby JFK tower. Counts thus

obtained agreed to within several perzent, indicating that siting

or antenna lobe chAracteristics did not critically alter the

measure.

The photographed displays were segmented into 10 mile range

intervals and an aircraft count within each Interval was recorded.

Cumulative distributions of the percent of the total traffic

within these range intervals were then averaged over the flight

time and plotted verses the range. These plots, of which Figure

3-1 is typical, Indicated that the normalized cumulative traffic

distributions were proportional to the range, at least out to

40 or 50 miles, on all days monitored.* The total count out to

160 mile6 averaged over the flight of 2/9/72 was 160 tra' nonder

equipped aircraft. The average total number for the flight of

*This figure, as well as other program results, is extracted from the

appropriate reference.

3-3
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2/11/72 was 150 aircraft, and for 2/16/72, the count was about

140. The peak variation on these totals over the data collection

interval was on the order of + 10%.

3.2 Interference and Pe-.(,rmance Measurements

Reply rates to Mode 3A/C interrogations monitored by the per dwell

count, the per scan count, and the calibrated overload control

voltage were converted to per second rates. The same conversion

was applied to the SLS count for both the dwell interval and scan

period records. Monitored fruit rates on the downlink were

similarly treated. These sampled data enable a separate, but

coordinated, representation of the uplink and the downlink inter-

ference conditions produced by the monitored traffic and interro-

gator populations. Synchronization of the airborne and ground

data colleccion systems also provided a correlated measure of link

performance for this interference condition.

3.2.1 Unlink Measurements

The uplink measure was obtained on a scan to scan basis by

recording the number of Mode D interrogations made while the beam

illuminated the test aircraft; synchronized initiation of a counter

in the aircraft recorded the number of times to which the trans-

ponder replied to Mode D during this dwell period. The statistical

average of this ratio is then a measure of the transponder average

reply probability. An noted before, a record of Mode 3A and C

replies, and SLS inhibits occurring during each of these dwell

r periods was also obtained. These data were used to infer (on a
statistical basis) the cause of failure of the transponder to

reply to any of these valid Mode D interrogations. These statis-

tical inferences were supported by similar data monitored on the

seven second scan interval basis.

3-5



S3.12.2 lDognlink ,jeasurements

' Downlink Interference of trasponder replies due to asynchronous

fruit was similarly examined from the scan synchronixed records.

Incident fruit (bracket pairs per second) was recorded during

the interval in which the ten P0esiblo replies were expected]

from the Mode D equipped test aircraft, The actual sequence of

these ungabied replies was recoirded from the contents of a
synchronized shift register clocked from the interrogator repetl- J
tion rate. A one In a shift register bit position indicated that

the transponder replied and that this reply was received without

overlap from an interfering fruit reply. A -.ero was recorded at

any bit position correspo:,uing to either failure of the transponder

to reply, or to y srbling of this repl y incddent fruit. A
reply by reply distribution of the two-vay round reliability

features of the ATCRBS site was thus available.

The difference in the total numbet of replies received In the

clear at the interrogator and the total number of Mode D replies

recorded Ir the aircraft over the corresponding beau dwell

interval provided a measure of the number of replies garbled or-

overlapped by fruit replies. Statistical averaging of these cot.-its

indicated the average probability of a garbled reply for the

detector used in the experiment. This measure could then be
compared wilth the fruit rate averaged over these some intervals to

determine the extent of correlation between fruit rate and t"c

probability of it garbling i desired reply.

Fruit monitored on the above basis is perhaps the closest approxi-

nation to what a similar operational site might experience exempt 4
for the fact that no defrulter was used it the measurement. Addl-
tional Information on the temporal and spatial distribution of

these asynchronous replies was obtained by integrating the fruit

3-6
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count over the remainder of the antenna scan after the target

dwell interval, and also, by periodically changing the operational

mode so that fruit was monitored In successive eighteen degre2-

azimuthal sector& during some scans.

3.3 Reiltls and Analysis

Presentatlonsof some of the more detailed aspects of the results A

obtained are given Inn, eerence 2 for the Boston tests, and In

Reference 1 for the Aae York tests. Emphasis In this section 1b

placed on the average values of the properties of interest since

these averages are potentially the most useful index for describing

and forecasting overall behavior of the ATCRIBS operational net-

work. Short term system effects are examined in this report only

to the extent rcquirei- to support the above efforts.

J3.1 Typical Results

O Aggregate behavior ot the per dwell monitored interfer-.ace con-

ditions is shown in Figure 3-2 along with the transponder reply

probability, the two-way round reliability, and the beacon equipped

traffic count for the flight of 2/9/72 in the Neo York area. These

data are smoothed over adjacent ten minute sections of the ground/

flight records.

From these variations it would appear that the transponder reply

probability and the round reliability are reasonably well correitod

when consideration is made for the 3AIC reply rate variation and

the indicated fruit rates. Similarly, the fruit rate seems to vary

approximately as expected for the Indicated changes in 3A/C reply

rate and traffic count. it is doubtful that an extremely high

level of correlation would occur for some of these parameters

even though they may be deterministically related, since their
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magnitudes are relatively low; the indicated change in SLS rate,

for example, does not noticeably alter the round reliability,

since even this peak level of SLS occurrences to negligible in

its influence on link performance.

Values shown li• FIE,;re 3-2 reflect temporal varidtions in the

interference conditions as wall sa chaqnte In the geometry of I
the relationships between the aircraft, the interrogator, and

4
the air traffic distributions. The geometry change occur as

the test aircraft pos:ttion ,and the traffic dest,":bution change

over the 1ieervi,] of titue examined. Although a jetLailed treat- I
sent of such vdriation# may be useful to the assessment of

particular circumstances, the required level of complexity appears

to be Incompatible with th• usual level of knowledge available

in most planning and forecasting efforts. The approach adopted

In this work is therefore one that bases predictions and inter-

pretation on SLatistical averages vith the short term variations

Indicating the general devia..ons from these averages which vould

be LApected. This argumL.at may be most convincinSly framed by

reflecting on the process normally ascociated with the establish- 4
ment of creditability to any simulation model analysis - whan

possible, this Is achieved by performing critical experiments and4

comparing measured results with those predicted by the model. 1

After the analytical model has been thus validated, It may then

be used to predict or extrapolate to other conditions. The I
essential point to be made here Is that the level of refinement

in the experiment and the model are generally compatible. Average

values lend themselves to such treatments with the results then

perturbed by short term variations. This cincept is used in the

followin& asseassment of the measured data. A

i
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71gure 3-2 is typical of most of the results obtained during the
approximately 10 hours of data collection In the teat program.

One flight, however, that of 2/11/72, seemed to be subjetted to
aan unusually high level of Mode D interference presumably origi-

nating in the vicinity of Fort Monmouth. This date is not used
in the following examination of average characteristics although
it is used to illustrate how one of the measurements, reply
probability, is especially sensitive to these uncontrolled aspects

cf the experiment.

3.3.2 Average Characteristics

The interference phenomena represerted in Figure 3-2 were also
averaged over adjacent tLime intervale of 39,22, and 20 minutes.
These data are "hown in Table 3-1 with similar results from the
flight of 16 February in the New York area; smootaing intervals
for the latter flight were approximately one hour for each seg-
ment. Similar averages were also made for flights in the Boston
area. The tabulated data summarize the average uplink anc down-
link interference conditinns as determined from the various 

-

monitoring techniques employed.

Uplink average interrogation rates are listed on a per second
basis and are the gums of Mode 3A and C Interrogations. Values
indicated by the calibrated automatic overload control voltage
are labeled AOC, those computed from the total count over an

antenna scan period of seven seconds are labeled per scan, and
those computed from the count over the dwell period of 38 ma
are laoeled per dwell. The average SLS Inhibit rates are also
given on a per second basis as c mputed from counts over the scan

3-10 1A
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period (per scan), and as computed from the count over the dwell
interval (per dwell). Downlink average asynchronous fr-it rates I
are also tabulated from the per scan and dwell counts and are

given terms of replies (bracket pairs) per second. j

Interrogation Rates

An earlier analysis of an SLS equipped interrogator environment 4
as well as the results of Appendix A yield an estimate of -VI, the

average uplink interrogation rate, given by*

t- n 6 (3-1)
360

where, I
n - number of interrogators within view

- average repetition rate of this interrogator population I
4- effeiLive beamwidth in degrees of the scanning beams

Using a typical value of 0 -.4 degrees, and obtaining v = 270Hz

from the available data base, then

V 3n (3-2)

*The subsequent relationships are based on models described in Ref. 5.
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which is graphed in Figure 3-3. This figure also shows the A

average measured reply rates for the New York area and the Boston A

area plotted against the estimated number of interrogators within i
view in each case. The reply rate and interrogation rate are

nearly equivalent since the average reply rate, is just

(3-3)
VR ' RI

where P is the transponder reply probability. The reply rate, Ii

therefore, would be expected to be only slightly lower than the

interrogation rate for reasonably high values of PR' The level

of agreement shown in the figure between these measured data and

the predicted results is exceptional.

The predicted results graphed in Figure 3-3 assume all interroga- J
tors within the minor lobe response range to the aircraft are SLS -

equipped; reference to Figure 3-4 shows this range to be less than

10 miles for a typical average minor lobe level of -33dB and a 1
transmitter power output less than IKw. A National Standards

indicated transponder MTL of -7ldBm and 0dB aircraft antenna gain

are assumed in this plot. On this basis it is clear that the

average interrogation rate over a region should not be too

sensitive to the presence of several non SLS interrogators since

their range of influence is fairly well localized; in these

localized regions, however, higher interrogation rates would be

3 I
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expected just as they would be if the majority of the interro-

gator population were non SLS equipped.

SLS Rates

A somewhat greater variance is noted in the SLS rates shown in

Table 3-1 than for the interrogation rates discussed above. This

would be expected on the basis of the more localized behavior of

the minor lobe response of a typical interrogator. Despite this

greater sensitivity of this effect to the relative geometry of

the aircraft and interrogator population, it is nevertheless of

some interest to estimate average SLS rates on the basis of a

flight through a random distribution of SLS equipped interrogators.

Suppose these randotlv distributed interrogators have typical

power outputs on the order of 500W and average minor lobe levels

of -33dB below the main beam. From Figure 3-4, the effective

range, r, of the SLS inhibit signal is then nearly 10 miles. At

8 thousand feet, the line of sight range, R, to the most remote

interrogator is 125 miles, so that the average SLS rate, vSt might

be expected to be roughly given by

7=n(3-4)1

where

n - number of interrogators within a range R
V = average interrogation rate of these units

y = minor lobe volume efficiency factor determined by the

radiation pattern lobe structure

-j
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expected just as they would be If the majority of the interro-

gator population were non SLS equipped.

5LS Rates

A somewhat greater variance is noted in the SLS rates shown in

Table 3.-1 than for the interrogation rates discussed above. This

would be'expected on the basis of the more localized behavior of

the minor lobe response of a typical interrogator. Despite this

greater sensitivity of this effect to the relative geometry of I
the aircraft and interrogator population, it is nevertheless of

bome interest to estimate average SLS rates on the basis of a

flight through a random distribution of SLS equipped interrogators.

Suppose these randolv distrlbsited interrogators have typical
power outputs on the order of 50OW and average minor lobe levelsi ..

of -33dB below the main beam. From Figure 3-4, the effective

range, r, of the SLS inhibit signal is then nearly 10 miles. At

8 thousand feet, the line of sight range, R, to the most remote I
interrogator is 125 miles, so that the average SLS rate, •S might

be expected to be roughly given by [
V =n 1(0(3-4)

n R

where

n - number of interrogators withiin a rangeR

v - average interrogation rate of these units

y - minor lobe volume efficiency factor determined by the

radiation pattern lobe structure .

3i
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A

For v - 270HM, and y m 0.5, then

7S =n (3.5)

With n - 40 in the New York area, this result is in fair agreement

with the values shown in Table 3-1. Using Equation (3.2) in .1
Equation (3.5), we find

S(3.) 3.I

which is of some interest in terms of overall network characteris-

tics. For example, if the output power of the interrogators

increased by lOdB, then from Figure 3-4, r 30 miles. Using this

in Equation (3.4), we find the new rate, 7S')

'VS 9 _V S(3.7)A

from which (8IA7S = 3 7 (3.8)

Hence, on an average basis, we find that a lOdB change in output

power can change the relative level of the SLS rate from about

one third the interrogation rate to about three times the inter-

rogation rate.

Although these results should be regarded as only rough estimates,

they may be indicative of the effects attributable to network

discipline. Air Force data over New York prior to the initiation

of the power reduction policy in 1968 indicated an SLS rate of I
about three times the interrogation rate; measurements shown in

JA
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Table 3-1 indicate that this rate is now only about one third F
10 l

the interrogation rate.

It should be clear from the above that these averages apply only

over typical flight paths through a region and would not reflect

the circumstances associated with the portion of a flight path

in the vicinity of one or more interrogator. In this latter

case, the SLS rate may be expected to increase to levels on the

order of hundreds. This condition was approximated in the Boston

area flights where data was intentionally collected for flights

near an interrogator; the average SLS rate over the whole flight in

that case was about equal to the average interrogation rate of 65Hz. I
Fruit Rates

Asynchronous interference on the downlink, or fruit, is indicated

in the last two columns of Table 3-1 for the New York weekday

afternoon conditions monitored. Similar measurements with the

interrogator van located at Bedford, near Boston, resulted in an

average fruit rate of about 300 replies per second.

Consideration of the average fruit rates shown in Table 3-1 show

close agreement between values computed from th" total fruit

count over an antenna scan period, and those values extrapolated

from the count only during the 38 ms interval in which returns

were monitored while the beam illuminated the test aircraft. The

net average of the fruit monitored over the flight of 2/9/72 is

about 1,750 replies per second; the average value for the flight

of 2/16/72 is approximately 1?460 replies per second. These

measurements were made without the defruiter, and without sensiti-

vity time control; they therefore typify the input interference

conditions that would bc seen by any ATC processor similarly 1
located and with antenna pattern characteristics similar to the -

test unit.
3-18
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Uather elementary considerations sugest that the fruit rate,

on the average, should be the total interference incident through

the antenna mainbeam plus the contribution attributable to the

antenna minor lobe response. On this basis, we may write for the

average fruit rate, vft

7f a (ay + (1 -a 3•'60] M "7R (3.9)

where,

N - total transponder equipped traffic count within view

cf the interrogator

a - fraction of this traffic within the minor lobe range

F -* - averag, reply rate (approximately equal to for moot

conditions of interest) [

y * minor lobe volume efficiency factor

S- effective beamwidth in degrees

It has already been noted that the value of M for the flight of

L 2/9/72 was about 160; for the flight of 2/16/72, H =140; and for

the Boston data, M =40. The fraction of these totals within the

minor lobe range depends upon the cumulative traffic distribution

with radius from the interrogator, and upon the effective range of

the minor lobes of the antenna.

Figure 3-5 shows the effective range of the interrogator receiver

as a function of the transponder transmit power and for different

antenna gain levels relative to the main beam level. The interro-

gator receiver minimum signal level is assumed to be -82Bm as

3-19
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'41

specified in the ATCRBS National Standards, the aircraft antenna

gain is taken as 0dB, and a 20dB interrogator main beam gain is I
used. The vertical dashed lines denote the National Standards

specifications on minimum and maximum permitted levels of

transponder output power. For a -33dB minor lobe level, and a j |

mean level of transponder power, the effective range of the minor I

lobe region is then about 20 miles. Aircraft beyond this range ! +
will contribute fruit onl, when illuminated by the scanning main

beam of the interrogator. With this minor lobe range value of

20 miles, and reference to the typical traffic cumulative distri- I
bution of Figure 3-1, we find that o a 0.2. 1

I

Again using y - 0.5, and V - 48, Equation (3.9) then reduces to

0.1 M (3.10) -f

where i1 approximated by v,. This relationship is graphed in

Figure 3-6 for values of M 40 and M - 150. Results from the

Boston and New York tests are also shown on this plot for compara-

tive purposes. In Boston, Jf t 300 replies/sec with a corresponding

v1 - 65Hz and a traffic count of M 40. Fruit rates in New York

averaged about 1,750 replies/see on 2/9/72 with M = 160, and about

1,460 replies/sec on 2/16/72 with H : 140; •I • 11OHz for both !

these days. The agreement between those measured values and those

predicted by Equation (3.10) is excellent.

Several features of the fruit environment and its relationship to

the sources ot this interference are evident from this treatment.
First, the major portion of the incident fruit under the ineasuredconditions appears to arrive via the minor lobes of the antenna

rather than through the scanning main beam. Traffic within the
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minor lobe range will contribute more to the fruit count than it

will in the main beam region due to the higher effective receiver

duty ratio in the minor lobe region. For the radial traffic I
distribution that was measured, over 10 times as much fruit is

associated with the minor lobes as is with the main beam. If !I

this is verified by fuLther tests, then defruicing by minor lobe

blanking rather than by synchronous defruiting should provide

some system advantage. The second point to be made is that the

same total traffic would produce a far lower fruit level if I
uniformly distributed, or located in such a way that only a small

fraction of the count was within the minor lobe region.

3.3.3 Short Term Characteristics

Although the previously considered average characteristics are I
useful in system planning, the scan to scan interference proper-

ties are of equal or perhaps greater importance in the actual
design and evaluation of ATC related equipment. Uplink synchroni- -

zation limiLations precluded a direct reading of the interrogation 1
by interrogation interference conditions at the transponder, but

such a record was available on a two-way link basis at the inter-

rogator receiver shift register output. Analysis of these records

indicate that failures in the two-way link (either due to a

transponder busy condition or to garbling of the reply on the

downlink) were random, or Poisson. No suggestion of interrogator

network synchronous or netr synchronous induced behavior was

apparent from these measurements.

Chi-squared tests also showed the fruit per scan, the fruit per

dwell, and, to a lesser degree, the Mode 3A/C per scan rates
exhib)ited a high degree of correlation with the Gaussian distribu- •=

tion hypothesis. Such results would be intuitively expected when
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an ensembie of statistically independent events are acting in

concert as they do in the ATCRBS environment. The following

sections describe some additional inferences that may be drawn

from the flight data.

3.3.4 Burst Interrogation Features

The transponder busy condition was sampled over 38 ms intervals

at a scan rate of approximately 7 seconds. The prcuability that

none of n possible interrogators was illuminating the transponder

at the time of this look can be estimated rather easily if all

scanning beams are randomly related. Since each interrogator is -A

an independent unit, this assumption of randomness should be

valid over at least an interval sufficient for out purposes.

Probability of a Clear Look

If T is the average dwell interval for the ensemble of interro-

gators, and T is our scan period, or sample Interval, then the
S

average probability of illumination for a single unit is

q =a T(3.11)
s

where a is the average number of times the particular interrogator

of interest looked at the aircraft during the sample time, T .
S

Now this a',-rage number of looks is just

T
a (3.12)T

00
where T i5 the scan period of the typical unit*. Thus, for a sin-

gle unit, we way write the probability of not being in the clear as

*This assumes that data Is collected over an interval long enough for

this average to be valid.
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_.zo(3.13) 1
IT

which is the ratio of its dwell time to its scan period. This

may also be expressed in terms of 0, the effective beamwidth in

degrees, as

q (3.14)q"360

The factor q, is therefore seen to be similar in concept to the

Illumination duty cycle of each of the n possible contributors.

The probability, g, that the transponder will be in the clear at

some sample time duc to the bchavior of a sIngle interfering unit

is given by

g . i - q (3.15)

. )Moreover, for n statistically independent units, the probability

of not being seen by any of the units is

p(n) - gfn (3.16) 1
or, upon substitution,

p(n) 1 1 - (3.17)

This probability of not being seen by any of n interrogators is

shown in Figure 3-7 as a function of n for effective beamwidths

of t - 4* and 4 - 60. Notice that for n - 40, the indicated

aggregate probability of not being illuminated by any of the 40

interrogators at the sample time is 0.5 or greater, deptnding upon

the effective value of 4.
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Distribution of Clear Looks

The probability of having m successive scans with clear looks at

the transponder may also be estimated for independent statistical

events if the average probability of a c. ear look, p, is known.

This is just the conditional probability of m events, given the

occurrence of an event, or p(mil). For random occurrences,

p(mll) - pm q (3.18)

where q is the failure of the event to occur and so q 1-p.

Thus, Equation (3.18) becomes V1
p(mll) p2 (3.19)

p

Figure 3-8 illustrates the behavior of the e~pected distribution I

of clear look sequence lengths for values of p equal to 0.3, 0.5,

and 0.8. These values of p may be related to the number of ,

interrogators considered, n, through the previous relationship

of Figure 3-7.

This model of the behavior of a population of n independently

scanning interrogators was applied to the data from the flight of

2/16/72. The airborne record was examined for the times when

the transponder did not reply to any other interrogator during

the 38 msec in which the Mode D interrogation series occurred on

eacn scan. The total number of samples over this flight was

360, and the transponier was in the clear 178 of these times.

The measured value of the probability of being in the clear was

thus ^P - 0.495. The frequency distribution of the zero reply

sequences was also tabulated and is given in Table 3-2. For

example, a single zero reply (or clear look) occurred 41 times
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over the flight, while two clear looks in succession occurred

17 times.

The remainder of this table presents the results of a Chi-square

test of the measured data against the assumed distribution given

in Equation (3.19).* The resulting error term of 9.33 is regarded I

as a highly significant level of agreement. Thus the random

model assumption is justified by the measurements. The actual

data are plotted in Figure 3-9 for comparison with the predicted

distribution for independent events with an average probability

of 0.5. The successive differences in the points beyond m - 4

are determined by a single event difference in their occurrence

and so should not be considered with too much significance for

the available sample size.

Distribution of Overlapped Looks

The probability of no other scanning beam illuminating the trans-

ponder at the time it is illuminated by the interrogator of

interest has been examined above along with the distribution of

these expected clear looks at the transponder. If other sources

of transponder reply failure are Ignored, then the reply proba- I

bility is unity over the entire dwell interval of these clear

looks and the only cause of two--way link failure would be due

to downlink garbling of the reply by fruit.

When, however, the transponder is illuminated by other interro-

gators, it is of interest, to know how many other interrogators

are simultaneously looking at the transponder at the time of the

desired look, If the interrogation rates of the different

*This analysis is due to Dr. J. S. Matney, MITRE Corporation
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interrogators are asynchronous, as well as their scan rates,

then the probability of the transponder being busy at the time

of a desired reply is related to the number of these overlapping

beams. Time did not permit an analysis of the Mode 3A/C reply

data to the extent necessary to substantiate this model, but

the following treatment may be infered by a simple extention of

the looks-in-the-clear data examined above. The treatment is

predicated on the fact that the clear look distributions corre-
spond with the distribution expected for a random model. For

Poisson or randomly distributed illuminations, we may write the

probability of L beams simultaneously illuminating the transpcn4 .½r,

P(L) , as L-X IXe-(
P(L) L- (3.20)

where X is the average number of beams simultaaeously illuminating

the target at the time of the desired look. The analysis of the A
A -1

flight record just preksented showed the probability of no beam
illuminating the target during the desired beam dwell interval
(L - 0) was 0.5 as illustrated in Table 3-2. In this case, for

L - 0, P(O) - 0.5 and Equation (3.20) yields X - 0.69 overlapping

beams. This value of X in the Poisson relationship enables the

computation of the probabilities of occurrence of one, two, three,
etc. overlapping beams.

Similar probability distributions are computed for the average

probability of a clear look given by P(O) - 0.85, and P(O) I
0.25 and the results are illustrated in Figure 3-10 along with

the case of P(O) - 0.50. These plots show that as the probability

of a clear look is reduced, the probability of more than one beam

overlapping is increased. These burst circumstances may be related
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to the number of independently related scanning interrogators

through the curies of Figure 3-7.

t Teevarious dis,:ribution features are employed in Appean-

dix A to develop the transponder reply probability in

terms of the interrogator population characteristics. The

average value thus obtained is in agreement with the results of

the simple formulation of the model used In , ference 5. The
treatment given in the appendix, however, e..ables an estimate

of the variance or, this average value assuming the validity of

the Poisson model.

3.3.5 Performance Degradation

In addition to coordinated monitoring of interference conditions,

the experiment also attempted to relate these conditions to

degradations in equipment performance. The probability of the

transponder being busy is a measure of this degradation on the

uplink; the probability of a desired reply being garbled by a

truit reply is an index of degradation on the downlink.

Probability of Garbled Reply

Differences In the number of Mode D teplieq made by the test

aircraft ovtc each scan, compared with the number of Mode D

replies received in the clear at the van interrogator on each

scan were used to compute the average probability of reply
garbling in the measured fruit environment. Now the probability

of a reply arriving in the clear, p. is Just

'Pc pg (3.21)
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where p is tile probability of garb-e. For random arrivals of

the intetfering fruit at a rate of '; replies/sec, the probability

of no arrival within an interval, T, is $iven by

c e (3.22) '1

where T is some interval lenth over which the interference could

overlap a desired reply.

Bracket pair spacing of replies is 20. 3us; adding 0.45%s for the -4

pulse width results in a value ,,f :r 21us for non-overlapped

replies. While i• s the bracket pair interval, it does not

necessarily relate directly the value of I indlcated in Equation 4

(3.22). The value of T for ungarbled replies used here depends

upon the receiver detector characteristics; some detectors have

greater de-interleaving capabilities than others, it is well

known, for example, that simple bracket-pair detectors can

produce erroneous detection reports if adjacent replies are

separated by exactly a bracket pair spacing, since this would

lead the detector to declaration of a ghost reply due to the

adjacent reply spacing. Thus, although some latitude exists for

a proper choice of T, It should be greater than 21 Ps and probably i
less than 42 is for the relatively simple detector used in our '

experiments.

Two values of 1, 25 1 is and 35 us, are used in the plots of Equa- _

tion 3.22 shown in Figure 3-11. The data points are measured

values in Boston and New York; both the per dwell an6 the per j
scan measurements of the probabilities of clear replies are shown.

Th~e value of i = 35 i-s seems to provide the better fit to the data I"
with this Poisson model.
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It should be clear that the real value of Figure 3-11 is t.e

fact that probability of a reply being ungarbled in a fruit

environment can be described by a Poisson process. Indicated

values of P for the associated v levels are valid only for the

detector characteristics employed in the experiment; and a more

sophisticated detector (such as those used in ARTS or NAS) would

have better de-interleaving capabilities in sorting out replies

under potentially garbling conditions. If the degarbling features
of these detectors are known, however, they may be analyzed on

the basis of this Poisson description of fruit arrivals.

Transponder Reply Probability

The average reply probability for the test aircraft was computedF! from the ratios of the number of Mode D replies made over each
scan, compared to the 10 Mode D interrogations made on each scan. '1
"Correlation of these measurements with the related Mode 3A and C

interrogation rates and SLS rates was then examined. Closei •agreement between these factors would indicate that failure of

the transponder to reply to a desired Mode D Irterrogation could

be statistically attributed to the transponder being busy with a4

3A/C reply or SLS inhibit at the time of interrogation. The

experiment was configuired so that this cause of transponder fail-
ure was isolated as much as possible from othe, causes of reply

failure.

On the basis of the random interrogation model presented in

Section 3.3.4, we would expect the reply probability of the

transponder to be given by

SR e-VITI (3.23)
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I
when only the interrogation rate, vi, is considered. The time I
constant, TI, is the lockout time of the unit occupied in re-

ceiving and raplying to an interrogation and then being inhibited

from applying for a specified interval. An upper bound on T

might be approximately d0 us.

Assuming the SLS rate, 7S) is also randomly distributed and

independent of 7I, we may then express PR as

PR = e-vI'I + 7STS) (3.24)

where TS is the inhibit interval for an ST.S occurrence. Since

IS is approximately one half tI, we may re-write Equation (3.24)

aS

- e 1  
(3.25)

where

' T I SV

to compensate for the differcnce in TS and TI.

Measured values of PR in the Boston and New York areas are plottedRE

in Figure 3-12 as a function of the weighted sum of the iuter-

rogation and suppression rates, vT" Equation (3.25) is also shown

on this figure as the predicted value of P for the associated
R .VT based on a value of T 80 us.
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Mesanred values of the transponder reply probability were some

fiveý to six percent below the values expected on the basis of

uplink interference due to measured 3A/C and SLS rates. This

result of the test program reflected the only failure of the
I simple statistical model to closely describe average as well as

many short term facets of ATCRBS performance under interference

conditions.

Before leaving the results displayed in Figure 3-12, we might

just note that if some constant multiplier, n, is used with the

failure model represented by the Poisson distributiun of uplink

interrogations and suppressions, the first ora~r result would be

to lower the predicted curve for the range of UT shown. Choosing

n - 0.95 results in the dashed curve of the figure labled
"adjusted". No conclusive preference of one curve over the other

appears warranted on the basis of presently available data, but

the following does develop some mechanism that may account for

the use of the n factor.

3.4 Transponder Reply Failure

The reply or the absence of a .eply by a transponder to a given

interrogation is determined by three factors:

1. Sianal condition - Bracket pair spacing, pulse width, and

frequency must be within specified tolerances and the detected

signal level must be above the minimum threshold level (MTL)

of the transponder receiver.

2. Suppression condition - Replies are inhibited if the ampli-

tude of the P 2 pulse rel.itive to that of the PI pulse is above

a certain level. This side lobe suppression (SLS) feature is

intended to restrict transponder replies to only the main beam

of the interrogator even though the PI. P3 pulse levels may be

above the HTL in the minor lobe region of the interrogator. i
3-40
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3. Busy condition - A valid interrogation will not elicit a

reply if the transponder is occupied at the time in responding

to another valid interrogation or suppression from another

interrogator within its field of view.

These effects are independent and each may be represented by a i
probability of success. The net reply probability is tnerefore

the product of these three probabilities.

The intent of the measurement program was to limit data collection I
to only those circumstances when the transponder busy condition

was the determining factor. Signal level monitors were therefore

used to inhibit data gathering in the event of low detected signal

strength. This provision minimized the possibility of falsely

attributing a failure to reply to a busy condition when, in fact,

the reply failure was due to a low signal to noise condition.

It was assumed in configuring the experiment that the suppression

condition was either in an ON or an INHIBIT state over the beam

dwell interval. If this discrete state assumption is valid, then

no error is introduced in the results due to SLS since the reply
probability due to this condition would be either unity or zero

over the dwell interval. Thus, dwell data samples could be lost 3

due to this inhibit effect, but if recorded, no error in the data

would be produced by this phenomenon. The next section examines

this assumption from the point of view of detection theory. Sub-

sequent sections examine other possible causes for failure of the

transponder to reply.

Suppression Characteristics

Figure 3-13 functionally indicates the transponder reply logic;

two threshold testS are indicated before a reply is enabled. The
a
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action of the 6ignal to noise minimum threshold level has already

been mentioned; the performance of this detector has been thor-

oughly analyzed in terms of the probability of detection for an

acceptable false alarm rate. These treatments have considered

both fluctuating and non-fluctuating targets in the presence of

gaussian noise6 . For a given false alarm rate in each case the

probability of detection is a function of the input signal-to-

noise ratio.

As stated above, the basic approach to the design of the data

collection system assumed that the enable state on the output of

the SLS threshold detector was a discrete and well behaved condi-

tion. That is, a particular ratio of the P1 pulras to the P2 (SLS)1I
pulse either inhibited a reply or it did not. This assumption

would seem reasonable if no noise were present in the determina-

tion of this received pulse ratio.

In practice, of course, some noise is expected in the generation

and detection of these two pulses and so a statistical treatment

of the SLS inhibit condition seems in order. Under this concept,

the reply AND gate in the figure is enabled only on the basis of

the product of the probabilities of obtaining outputs from the

two independent threshold circuits (assuming it is not busy).

A more detailed description of this possible mechanism has been

developed, but for this discussion it will only be noted that this

probabilistic model could account for a significant degradation

in the reply probability for SLS relative pattern levels of -9dB

or less. These conditions are inevitable with the counonly used

interrogator antenna configurations employing a separate SLS

antenna. If this omni antenna is mounted above the scanning
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I
antenna, these problems occur at certain ranges; if the omni is

mounted to the side of the scanning antenna, these problems occur

at certain azimuth sectors.

Tracking Behavior

Synchronization of the airborne and ground data was accomplished

by an early-late tracking gate centered about the data collection

interval. Initiation of this process was determined by a tracking

cursor position which also generated a VHF tone to enable the gate

counts. This process could result in a measurement bias If the

anticipated beam center (on the basis of the tracking determina-

tion) was displaced from the actual beam center when data was

collected. To guard against this possibility a criterion of two

out of ten hits in these early-late gates was employed. It was

expected that data would thus be collected over the beam center

if these conditions were met on either side of the data collection

interval since the SLS action would inhibit spurious replies

beyond the beam edges.

Consideration of an enable probability variation such as that

just mentioned for SLS could alter this response characteristic

however. If this model of one aspect of the transponder reply

probability is representative, then it is clear that the net reply

probability measured over the appropriate portion of the beam

must include the integrated value of the enable probability

variation over that segment of the beam.

The enable probability variation due to the SLS pattern could

also lead to data collection over an asymmetric portion of the

beam since the low values of the probability of enabling a reply

could still be adequate for the two out of ten test and result
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in the data collection interval beginning at an extreme edge of

the beam for instance rather than at a sore symetrical point. j

Emphasis should be p-sced on the fact that the scope of the test

program precluded any conclusive experimental examination of

either the preceeding hypotheses or the one that follows. They

are all offered'as possibilities to account for reply failure

mechanisms that could bi as significant as the expected busy

condition for valid interrogations and SLS inhibits.

SLS Recovery Time

A lower reply probability thaet expected on the basis of the re-

corded number of interrogations and suppressions could result

if other events affected transponder operation and were not

recorded due to limitations in the data collection system. Mon- I
itored events in the apparatus were limited to the recording of

Mode D rcplios, Mode 3A plus Mode C replies, Dnd thc number of

side lobe suppressions. The occurrence of Mode 2 interrogations

or particular combinations of interference resulting from, say,

TACAN or DME equipmeut could keep the transponder busy but not

be recorded. If a mechanism of this sort is a feasible explanation

for the measured reply probability, however, then it must be

equally valid In the Boston area as well as in the New York area,

since similar results were noted in both series of flights.

The ATCRBS interrogator network itself is also a source of high

single pulse emission rates due to the P2 pulse radiation from

the suppression, or omni, antenna. Since the relative gain of

this antenna is nominally + 2dB, the effective range of these

pulses may be nearly 50 miles. Contributions from twenty such

sources may not then be unusual, and, since each operaLes aL
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typically 280Hz, the net intensity of single pulses may be

approximately 5.6 X 103 pulses/sec.

Transponder detector/decoder circuits vary in design, but a

coamon method of determining the ratio, P 1 /P 2 , appears to use a

desensitization of the unit for approximately 4us following the

receipt of a single pulse. If the P 2 pulse relative amplitude

is then sufficiently great to overcome the desensitization, the

unit is then suppressed on the basis that P 2 is greater in

amplitude than the associated Pl pulse. If p 2 is smaller in

amplitude than PI, then the detector recovers ito sensitivity

and lcoks for the P 3 pulse at the appropriate interval determined

by its mode of response. This design approach treats any incident

pulse as a P1 pulse until a decision is made regarding the P2 or

P test conditions.
3

With the above detector model, reception of a single pulse may be

expected to reduce the probability of receiving a valid inter-

rogation for at least 41js after receipt of the pulse. Using

S- 4ps, and a single pulse arrival rate of 5,6 X 10 3 Hz, the

Poisson model of the probability of the unit responding to a

valid interrogation (when inhibited due to only single pulse

considerations) is just

pZ -VT
p~e

S0.98

Although no extensive experimental confirmation of this model

was possible during this program, it is nevertheless significant

that a possible mechanism of this sort could, in some instances,

be as important in influencing the net transponder reply
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probability as is the expected condition for an average uplink

Mode 3A/C interrogation rate of several hundred interrogations

per second.

Decoder Recovery Time

All the above transponder inhibit mechanisms have been examined

from the standpoint of their potential effect on the reply

probability. It was discovered during the preparation of this

report, however, that the NARCO ATC-A employs a Mode C decoder

logic with a recovery time of almost lO0js. 7 This same multi-

vibrart-r type design was also used for the Mode D decoder used in

Llie experiment. The unit was subsequently modified to use tapped

delay lines for these functions (the Mode A decoder was already

supplied with a tapped delay line) and an additional flight in

the New York area was conducted.

A duplication of the February 9 flight path was used for these
f[ measurements with the modified transponder, The results were in

general agreement with the earlier tests except for the expected

increase in the reply probability (and of course the round

reliability). The measured reply probability in this flight was

nearly 98 per cent, or almost the value expectea on the basis of

the random arrival model. This increav- in the reply probability

is attributable to the elimination or :.ie unduely long recovery

time noted in the original multivibrator logic design. This

delay time is lot believed to be intrinsic to the logic design

and should t-. readily correctable in such units, if this action

should prove necessary.

These more recent measurements appear to be accurate and so we

may conclude that the assumed model provides a good estimate of

all aspects of the system's average condition. This finding does
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not appreciably alter the previous interpretation of the measure-

ments except for the expected five or six percent increase in the

measured values of the reply probability and the two way round

reliability. On this basis, the reply probability data displayed

in Figure 3-12 would be increased from the indicated average of

about 93 percent to a nominal value of 98 percent if they had

been rieasured with the modified transponder detector logic. A

similar improvement would be noted in the round reliability

measurement.
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4.* ARTS III PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION4

Performance of the ARTS III processor in a high interference

environment was examined by a Monte Carlo simulation :p,.loying j

a typical approach path for the tracked aircraft, inn statisti-

cal representations of the interference conditions. Although

the principal aim of this effort was the determination of per-

formance breakdown conditions due to the degraded environment, A
the study also included some assessment of the effect of system A

operating parameters on this condition. Since the tracker out- .

put is also sensitive to target fading, the evaluation was

undertaken for both fixed width targets (no fading) and for

variable width targets (signal fluctuations).

4.1 Examined Variables

The interference conditions were represented by two independent

variables, the reply probability, and the asynchronous fruit I

rate. Data were typically collected by holding the fruit rate 1 1
at some specified value and varying the transponder reply

probability. As ..- ntioned above, these runs were repeated

for both fixed width and variable width targets as well as

for several processor parameters settings.

Response characteristics of ARTS III were monitored at the

tracker output and at the detector output interface with the

tracKer. The detector was characterized by the following

parameters:

1. Probability of Detection

2. Failure to Discern Mode C

3. Prubability of Code Validation

"4. Probability cf Erroneous Code Reports

5. Fraction of Targets Classified Weak

4-1
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6. Probability of Target Splits

7. Distribution of Azimuth Errors

Of these parameters, the most critical to tracker perfornamae

appear to be t:,e probability of detection and the probability

of erroneous code reports.

The tracker output is represented by the following:

1. Track Correlation Ratio (previously termed the tracking

blip/scan).

2. Probability of Track Loss.

3. Number of Aircraft Tracked.

The first of these parameters is the most signiF - index of

the tracker operational state. '-

An estimate of general system capability was beyond the scope

of this program, however, some observations on processing time

utilization as well as controller work load factors were

included. A detailed description of the evaluation process is

given in Reference 3, and a summary of the major aspects of

the effort is included here as AppendixD.

4.2 Tracker Performance

The ARTS tracker acquires or accepts assigned target information

from tie dctector. The smoothed data from the tracker is com-

pared with the detector output-on a per scan basis; the track

status is determined from this comparison. Targets not satis-

tying a specifld set of criteria are initially assigned an

active roast status. If these targets are not reacquired by

the tracker within a certain number of scans, they are then

4-2
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relegated to a tabular coast status and track m=t be rainitiated

by the controller. (Kanual insertion is also required for all

non-discrete code targets.)

"A track correlation ratio may then be defined by 3  I

n I
where
wher n = number of targets tracked

T, = number of scans in tabular coast for track i

A, M number of scans in active coast for track i

S, a number of scans in system for track i

Tt.e track correlation ratio is therefore the ratio of the num-

ber of scans a track correlated to the number of scans it is

tracked.

Track correlation dependence on the degraded beacon environment

is sumnurized in Figures 4-1 for fixed width targets and in 4-2

for variable width targets. All tracks considered had discrete

mode 3/A codes and altitude reporting on Mode C. The fixed

width targets were 4 degrees wide (16 hits) and the variable

width targets ranged in run length from 0 to 26 hits with an

average of 16 hits. The tracker was operated in the cases

shown with the set of parameters used in the Chicago ARTS III

System in July 1971. Performance improvemen:s associated with

a more recent choice of parameters art summarized in Appendix D.

The data in Figures 4-1 and 4-2 are the same as given in Appendix

A except that they are replotted on a semilog scale in order to
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Ii
better illustrate relative effects and rates of degradation I
regardless of the magnitudes of the values. A constant rate I

of change in track correlation for a fixed incremental change 1

in the reply probability would plot as a straight line on this

scale for example.J

Fixed Width Targets

Track correlation dependence on decreasing transponder reply

probability is illustrated in Figure 4-1 for fixed targets in 1

fruit environments ranging from 0 to 50 thousand replies per

second.* It can be seen here that T remains above 90 percent

for low or modest (up to several thousand replies/second)

values of fruit until the reply probability falls below 85 i
percent. Below this point, however, the rate of performance

deterioration is very rapid as indicated by the slope of the

curve for 0 fruit. In general, increasing fruit rates degrade ) -

performance for a fixed reply probability, but the sensitivity

to this effect is not as Dronounced as it is to a decrease in 4

reply probability.

Although a lower bound on a track correlation ratio tolerable i
to the controller cannot be fixed without an extensive human

factors study, it would nevertheless appear that reply probabili-

ties above 85% and fruit ratea below 30K replies/second would

be necessary for effective control activities. With this

thought coupled with the indicated rates of decay, it seems

evident that concern with the system condition should occur
when P falls below 907., and the fruit rates approach 20K
replies/second. -

*These fruit Laces correspond to the input conditions to the
defruiter.
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Variable Width Targets

The fixed width targets just considered are representative of

the ideal case that might be enjoyed through improvemnts in

the interrogator elevation plane coverage and dual antena

installations on the airborne fleet. These assumptions were

made in the above case in order to isolate the effects of the

interference environment on an otherwise perfect system.

Such a circumstance does not prevail in today's environment

and, indeed, the data used for target width variations in the

simalations were obtained from monitoring target widths at

Chicago. The performance indicated by Figure 4-2 is therefore

more nearly representative of expected conditions without
improved antenna coverage.

Comparison of Figure 4-2 with 4-1 shows, first of all, that

Tc is degraded by the fluctuating target widths that occur
during aircraft maneuvers. Secondly, it may be noted that the

rate of deterioration in Tc (with a degraded interference

environment) is more rapid in this case than it is with the

assumed ideal coverage. In general, system tolerance to inter-

ference is sharply reduced in this more practical representation I
of circumstances.

According to Figure 4-2, a value of track correlation above

90% cat be expected only for modest fruit zates and reply

probabilities above 0.95. An average value of Tc of at least

80% results, for example, only for P greater than 0.90 and ar

fruit rate less than about 10K replies/second. It would seem

that these latter values might serve as appropriate alarm levels

for the interference environment under these rather practical

coverage conditions.
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IMA
5* Tf-42 MRORANCS DEMAUTICi

The TPX-42 detects and displays the two dimensional position

of beacon equipped targets on a scan by scan basis. Identifi- a

cation codes and altitude information are also displayed for a

Mode 3/A and Mode C reporting equipment. Although tracking is

not employed in the basic TPX-42 considered in this study, the

displayed information for each target so equipped includes the

presence and position of the target as well as the detected

code.

A Monte Carlo simulation was again used with statistical repre-

sentations of the transponder reply probability and the incident

fruit rate. In addition to these two independent variables,

the target run length (or number of hits), the sliding window

detector parameter settings, and the influence of failure to

reply to an interlaced mode was examined. As outlined in

Appendix E, and more completely reviewdd in Reference 4, the

detector parameter settings and the target run length were I
based on the beat available estimate of the Air Force choice

of these variables.

5.1 Summary of Results

The reply probability was equally incremented between values of

1.0 to 0.65 for fixed fruit rate levels for each set of Monte

Carlo runs. Fruit levels from 300 to 30,000 replies per

second were used. Since confidence level settings of either

CL - 0, or CL - 4 are under consideration by the Air Force,

both settings were examined in a degraded environment with a -

detector window length of eight. A mode interlace of 1, 2,

3 was used which m'ght represent a military unit operating on |

Modes 3/A, C, and 2. Data were collcctzý! for al" =des res-

ponding, and for one mode absent as would be the case for a

civil transponder failing to reply to Mode 2.
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Typical target vidths of 16 hits; comdered. a wal as

were weak targets asrepr -SM&I bF only 9 hits. Samdat

wmre also collected for r= laMp of 30 hits to illustrate

boy an extremely wide target relative to the detector window

legth might behave.

The following output characteristics were used to typify system

performance:
* Probability of detection

* Probability of code validatiou given detection

* Jitter in the azimuthal angle measurement

* Probability of target split

General response of these characterist1cs to the. input variables

is summarized in Table 5-1. Inrpection of the rtwo of this

eonsitivity matrix shows that the transponder reply probability ..

is much more critical than is the fruit rate. The action of

fruit is to decrease the probability of code validation, while

the reply probability has a relatively strong influence on

all output features. Of the operating parimteru examined,

the target width and confidence level were of much &raster

relative importance than was the missing mode impact. The I i

columns of this matrix suggest that all the output character- 4

istics are degraded by worsening fruit and reply probabilities,.
but code validation in Porhaps mswt sensitive to this environ-

ment.

5.2 Figure of Merit

TPX-42 performance under the circumtance of all interlaced

modes responding is summarized in Appendix E. Code validation

is found to be most sensitive to a degraded environment for

this circumotance. A tolerable level of system degradation

in this case should therefore be closely related to the
5-)
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TABLE 5-1
SENSITIVITY OF PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS TO CHANGES IN ENVIRONMENT

INCREASING INCREASING
INCREASING INCREASING CODE VALI. PERCENTAGE

DETECTION AZIMUTH DATION OF TARGET
ENVIRONMENT PROBABILITY ACCURACY PRO"ASILITY SPLITS

SE'. V'IGURESO 2-2 THRU 2-7 THRU 2-13 THRU 2-18 THRU
24 2-10 2-17 2-20

INCREASING 0 0 -2 0
FRUIT

INCREASING +3 +2 +3 -2
TRANSPONDER
REPLY RATIO

INCREASING .2 +2 +1 -3
CONFIDENCE
LEVEL

INCREASING +3 -3 +3 +3
HITS

INCREASING +2 +1 0 0
MODE REPLYi =
RATIO _ _.

SENSITIVITY RATINGS:
PLUS 0+) POSITIVE CORRELATION
MINUS I-1 NEGATIVE CORRELATION

4ENSITIVITY LEVELS:
0 UNAFFECTED OR MILDLY AFFECTED
1 MODERATELY AFFECTED
2 STRONGLY AFFECTED
3 VERY STRONGLY AFFECTED ii

#FIGURES REFER TO HAZELTINE FINAL REPORT NO. 10773
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importance of identification and altitude read out In the ATC

function since the other facets of the detection process are

not significantly deteriorated. As shown in Table 5-1, this

codition is chiefly dependent upon the reply probability

of the transponder.IA
It should be noted, however, that a missing reply condition

in the mode interlace also reduced the probability of detection

an well as reduced azimuth accuracy. The concept of a figure "

of merit is introduced in the following in order to quantify

an aggregate condition resulting from the degradation of 1
several aspects of the system.

5.2.1 Merit Concept

Informatica displayed to the controller by the TiX-42 consists I

of: - -

1. Presence or absence of a target, or probability of

detection, PD"

2. Aircraft identification and altitude, or the con-
ditional probability of code validation given detection,

P(vID).
3. Target position uncertainty, or azimuth jitter, oa.

Range jitter as well as the probability of target split
are also important but their maunitudes are small in

comparison to the angle measurement. A
An overall index of system performance, Q, wight then be formed
by the weighted product of these different factors. Thus, if

g is the selected weighting function for each patneter, then

[gD (P)] [gv (P(VID))] [g, (o,)] (5.1)
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This quantity is a measure of how the composite information

presentation compares to some standard which is determined

by the weighting functions. A reasonable choice for 9D and

Sv is unity weighting, i.e., equal importance is "signed to

the presence of the target and to the display of the proper

altitude and code. In this instance,

Q [PD P(VID)1 [g(a,)l (5.2)

and degradation of any of these quantities reduces the resulting

value of Q. Although this may at first appear somewhat arbi-

trary, it does have the advantage of indicating the likelihood

of having all the required Information available.

Treatment of the angle uncertainty may utilize two limiting8 3
cases. First, it is desirable that the target jitter be small

enough so that it is not a nuisance to the controller, and

second, some penalty should be paid if this jitter should

become so great that it prevents minimum separation of traffic

at the maximum range of the unit. These determinations

are to some extent subjective since controller tolerance

may vary and since the penalty for greater than minimum air-

craft separation should reflect the system demand.

For our purposes, however, suppose that a 3 j jitter of no

greater than 1/4 inch is unnoticed by the controller. (That

is, the standard deviation is slightly less than 0.1 inches).

If the display and the interrogator are collocated, then we

way form the ratio

R(3c*) R

<(5.3) I
L 1/4 inch 11 inches
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where R in the target range and a 22 Ich CT is asemmd. This
results in C0,1 .44 degrees or 1.8 pubs repetition periods

for the conditions simulated. The corresponding weighting

function would then have unity value for values of a iese

than 1.8 prp since jitter of this magnitude would not disturb

the controller.

Target noise greater than this would degrade system operation

to some extent, however, and a sufficiently large magnitude

would require greater than normal aircraft separation for an

acceptable level of safety. Consider a 3a target position

jitter of three miles, which might provide a safe ininumm
separation of six miles. If ti.As standard is maintained at

a maximum range of 11.J,0 -L;ns, the•a the associated a&bmuth

angle jitter is o• - 0.6 "f.%rcem of about 2.3 prp.

"Exponentially degradiog system utility from the point where

jitter becomes noticeable (1.8 prp) to a 'value of 501 effec-

tiveness when the jitter increases to 2.3 prps results ia a

linear plot on a semt-log scale. This form of presentation

has the additional advantage of enabling piecevise linear

approximate fits to the simulation output data.

5.2_2 Application to Output Data

TPX-42 performance with all interlaced mod" responding is

in Appendiz B and it can be noted that code validation is,

in this case, the chief cause of system degradation. A com-

parison of the system states of health is not a" directly

evident, however, when the transponder fails to reply to one

of the interlaced modes since the various aspects of disp7ayed

data degrade at different rates for different conditions.

5-6
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The notion of the figure of merit developed above does afford •

a moans of normalizing thee conditions for such a cat~arlsen.
Figure 5-1 shows the concept applied to the simulation output-

when 16 hits occur over the bean dwell laterval anu a value of

CL-O is employed. Other detector settings are the same as

previously listed. A fruit rate of one thousand replies per

second Is assumed and the results aepresented asafunction

of the trausponder reply probability.* The basic data obtained

from the simulation are the probability of detection, PD; the

probability of code validation given detection, P(VID); and

Zhe azimuth angle measurement jitter, a4 Thin 3-.•ý term is

indicated by the weighting function, g$ with the break at Pr"'

0.8 occurring when a4 1.8 prp and the relative value of
0.5 at Pr - 0.7 occurring when y 2.3 prp a discused above.- -

The curve designated by PDP(VID) represents the probability that

the target is detected and the code is validated. If target

position nofte is of no concern, then this curve is a fair

measure of performance. The additional requirement on thehm o

angle measurement results in the overall index. Q, shown
the product of PDhP(VID) and gap Initial deterioration inoupu
perfo.nm1nce is duc to code validaionv hich fealls below vle o

90% levmp lhen P hr 0.87. A slight decrease in P also occurs

at thie point, but the general condition of the display (except I
for poorer code validation) does not change appreciably until
azimuth jitter becoae m nticeable. On the basis of the

standards t ed here, he displayed qualif t of tnformaton iP

Performance is much ore sharply dependent upon PR than on even
05reasonabl7 high fruit rates an indicated by Table R5- and discussed

more fully in the appenlix.

S~5-7
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about 40% poorer at a value of Pr" 0.75 than it is for a value

of Pr of 0.9 or better.

A comparison with this circuinstance is indicated in Figure 5-2,

which represents the same case except the detector confidence

level parameter is selected as CL-4 rather than the value CL-0

previously used. Here we again note a deterioration beginning

-P r w0.9, but this time due to a decreased probability of

detection. The onset of azimuth jitter limitations do not

begin until the reply probability has fallen to 0.75. General

qualit' of the display for this point is 55% of the desired

quality, however, as indicated by the value for Q.

Th.,, although little overall difference in performance is

noticed between choices of CL-C and CL-4 when P r 0.8, it

would seem that a choice of CL-4 might be preferred in an

environment typified by a transponder reply probability lower

than 0.S.

Proccfsor performance with weak targets is indicated in the

naut '.vo figures. Conditions in Figure 5-3 are the same as

thoge represented in Figure 5-1 except the target width is

only 9 hits rather than 16. Although azimuth jitter is never

a problem over che range of P rindicated, the overall system

figure cf merit suffers from a low P(VID). Loss in the pro-

bability of detection causes a sharper drop in performance

with values of Pr below 0.9 as shown by their joint effect, Q.

A change of confidence level setting to a value of CL-4 results
in the variations shown in Figure 5-4. Here the probability

of detection is the performance determining factor. Although

A.
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both asimuth jitter and code validation ramain acceptable,

the overall characteristics represented by Q are worse than

vith a choice of CL-0.

5.2.3 Tolerable Limits

Establishment of acceptable limits on the degradation of the

TPX-42 displayed information was beyond the scope of the

present effort. This determinacion would involve human factors

consideration of controller stress levels under a variety of

circumstances as well as an analysis of work load effects

attributable to the poorer information quality.

Indicated values of the figure of merit, Q, may be assigned

a statistical significance, however, even though this is some-

what short of the desired goal of determining a lover bound

on tolerable performance. If Q denotes the average probability

of successfully obtaining a desired condition on a particular

scan, the probability of the failure to achieve this condition

in n successive scans, f(n), is given for statistically indep-

endent events by2

f(n) _ (l-Q)n (5.4)

This probability cf failure for n successive looks is shown in

Figure 5-1 for values of Q ranging from 0.9 to 0.5. Use of

these cur';es is illuu.:rated by supposing Q - 0.9; the proba-

bility of ialling to obtain a success in two successive scans,

f(2) is then 0.01. A reduction of the figure of merit to 0.8

would degrade this probability of two successive failures to I
0.04. Treatment of the probability of successfully displaying a

specified percentaSe of the targets on each scan might also

use this approach. I
5-13 m
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6. IMPLIM&IONS OF RESULTS

Utility of any analytical or simulation effort is determined by

the level of credibility imparted to its output. Field measure-

ments and corroborative experiments usually determine this

credibility when possible. The present evaluation effort has 1 .
reflected this attitude. Additionally, it has attempted, when

possible, to formulate the representative inputs and output

characteristics in terms that have already achieved a level of

accepted usage. Although the effect of mutual interference on

ATCRBS has been isolated as far as possible from other system

mala 4 ies in this effort, an attempt has been made, nevertheless,

to examine how these interference related effects behave in

concert with other ATCRBS problem such as target fading.

On the basis of this evaluation, several judgments regarding

ATCRBS performance may be made on a more quantitative basis than I
was previously possible. Certain of these points are describeo

in the following section: an integration of the analytical -

model, experimental measurements, and the simulation outputs is

next employed to yield a guideline type forecast of ATCRBS A
capabilities.

6.1 General Comments .

Analytical results, supported by the experimental data, have

indicated the interference conditions are more critically depen-

dent upon the effective interrogation population tian they are I
upon the traffic count. This seems intuitively apparent since

the Interrogators act to degrade the reply probability on the

. uplink as well aso increase the fruit rate on he downllnk for a

* fixed traffic distribution. Moreover, the fraction of the traffic

'* within the interrogator minor lobe response range contributes

much more significantly to the net fruit rate than does traffic

6-I



viwed only by the scanais main bea. In such a came as use 1
of side-lobe bLanking instead of synchronous defruiting should be

considered.

A complete assessment of the behavior of transponde's was not

possible during this task, but the available data suggest that

other factors say be as significant in influencing performance

as is the busy condition caused by current uplink interrogation

and SLS rates. Response to stray single pulses (e.g., P2 pulsen

radiated on the suppression antenna) and possibly the relative

properties of the SLS radiation characteristics at typical sitos

are exawples of these other potential sources of performance

degradation.

Several inferences may also be made concerning interrogator ple-I)

mentation and discipline. Restrainin8 the proliferation of inter-

rogators has enhanced system performance and should be continued

with diligence. SIS implementation has been effective in reducing

the uplink iaterrogation rate on Modes 3A/C, and the power

reduction program seems to have reduced the average SLS inhibit

rate. It should be evident also in this regard that any unnces-
sary use of Improved SLS should be avoided. In addition to this,

furth.-: attention to the P2 pulse radiation characteristics may

be warranted.

No evaluation of the effects of signal fading on the ATC system

due to nulls in antenna coverage was intended in this program.

Hovever, since the ARTS trackar is influenced by such effects,

it was considered necessary to examine how this target width

variation influenced the anti-interference capabilities of the

system. Simila:.ly, data were also collected on the weak target

6-2 F
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response of the TPX-42 since this could impact the best overall I

choice of operational settings of the detector parameters. Hence,

while these results should be regarded as only tentative, it is I i

perhaps worthwhile to offer a few guidelines on the relative

effects of signal fading and interference induced degradations. j

Figure 4-1 for fixed width targets in ARTS III shows that the
track correlation ratio, Tc, remains above 0.9 for low fruit rates

and reply probabilities above 0.85; signal fading imposes a more

stringent limitation on PR for TC ? 0.9 as indicated in Figure

4-2. Here we see that reply probabilities greater than .95 are

needed for equivalent tracker performance. Comparison of Figures

5-1 and 5-3 for the TPX-42 with CL - 0 and one mode missing inA

the reply train show similar behavior for strong targets (16 hits)

and weak targets (9 hits). In this case far a common fruit rate

of 1K replies/sec, it is noted that Q value above 0.7 obtains for

16 hits when P is above 0.8 while a value of P 3 0.9 is required ,
R R~

for the same lower bound on Q with 9 hits on the target. _

As a general recommendation, an improvement in the elevation plane

coverage of the interrogator antenna should improvc both the

signal fading problem in the system as well as provide a means of

reducing the impact of interference on the ATC systems. Wh-Ie both

aircraft and interrogator antenna improvements are needed, a

major link improvement would result from a reduction in interro-

gator coverage null depths since this would enable the system to

better tolerate aircraft antenna shielding occurring at these null

location angles.I

6.2 Forecasting

Measurements obtained in the test program support the initially

assumed analytical model in all respects except for the slightly :1
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a

lower reply probability usociated with the measured upUnk

environmmut. Later meSlurments, howeer, indicate t•Ut h -h

of this discrepancy can be accounted for and so for our present

purposee wv ill suppose that the suggested mode1 is adequate for

representing system behavior from the point of vism of interroga-

tion and SLS rates. Under this circumstauce and for typicB&I

system parameters, we may write

Pr ate-10747I (6.1)

where vS is assumed to be about one third the value of vi. Sub-
stitution of

" " •n -. (6.2)
1 360

into this relationship yields

P e 360 (6.3)

which expresses the reply probability in term of the interrogator

population characteristics.

The downlink fruit rate was found to be closely approximwstd by I
the reiationship

2 0. 1 .M (6.4)

which becomes

S 0-3-1
Vf 10O V Mn (6.5)
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using Equation (6.2) end " 4". Horeover, if * 270Ms, then

7f a 0.3 N a (6.6)

where, as. uual, N is the traffic count and n is the interrogator

count. These same assumptions in Equation (6.3) result in

pR a -4.2 X 10 ln (6.7)

Equations (6.6) and (6.7) provide coupling relationships between

the sources of the interference condition and the average levels

of this interference under typical conditions. Figure 4-2 depicts

how these average values of p. and 'f affect the ARTS III output,

F the track correlation ratio. From this curve we my read the

vwrious combination of P and which combine to produce a

constant level of Tc. A family of these curves of constant

values of TC may thus be constructed and, by use of Equations

(6.6) and (6.7). these constant contour relationships may be

plotted in terms of the population of Interrogators, n, and the

traffic count within view, M.

Figure 6-1 Is the result of such an exercise. Limits on the

average traffic count for a specified interrogator population

and minimum permitted value on the average track correlation ratio

are shown in this plot. A value of TC * 0.85 vith an interrogator

count of n 4 40, for instance, would permit a maximum average

value of M • 2,000 aircraft. The slope of these curves is also

of interest since it indicates that system perforaan," is more

critically dependesit upon the number of iiterrogators than it is

upon the traffic count. These limits are only those irposed by

6-5
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the asynchronous interkerance effects considered here and do not I

include other possible limitations such as synchronous garble.

Values o.' TC corresponding to a variation in n for fixed values of ]
M may be reed from Figure 6-1 in order to determine how system

behavior in influenced when the traffic count, M, is the parameter

examined, Two cases, M - 300 and M - 1,000, are indicated in

Figure 6-2. We may note here that TC - 0.9 for a typical busy
C -M

conditi.)n today of M w 300 with n a 40; if this same level of TC
CI

is to be tetained for H - 1,000, then n must be reduced to about

twenty-five. As a matter of interest, it might also be observed j

that changes in T associated with changes in H for fixed values
C

of n are performacce changes induced by different fruit levels.

On the other hand, changes in n for fixed values of M correspond

to variations in both the reply probability as well as the fruit

level. This accounts for the increased ulope of the curves andI

for the greater separation in them as n increases.

Performance characteristics shown in Figure 6-2 may also be z i
related to available traffic forecasts in order to approximately

assess future system limitations. Such traffic forecasts are

available for the New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago terminal
9

areas. If a nominal radius of 50 to 60 miles defines this ter-

minal area, then the cumulative distribution of Figure 3-1 shows

that about 60% of the total traffic in view (indicated here by 4 .

M) is within this area in New York. The curve in Figure 6-2

labeled M - 1,000 thus corresponds to a terminal area count of

about 600 transponder equipped aircrafL for a similaz distribu-

tion. A terminal area count of about 600 aircraft, or H M 1,000.

6-7
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is enpected in New York in 1995, in Chicago in 1980, and in _

Los Angeles within a yaar or so on the basis of the referenLed

forecasts. i

S tanley R. Jones p,•

SRJ/J•py .-

6-i5-i
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SIMMARY AN1 CONCLUSIONS

Mutually induced interference conditions in an ATCRBS terminal area

have been examined on an integrated basis in this program. Synchrb-

nized measurements enabled the isolation of uplink and downlink

interference phenomena along with s.imultaneous estimations of the

sources of this interference. Average values of these measurements

as well as many burst characteristics corroborated the results of an

analytical model coupfing the environmental features to their effects

on the surveillance system. Para.llel simulation efforts enabled an

association of this eni,,Ironmental degradation with deterioration In

performance of the ARTS 11.1 and. TPX-42 processors. Subsequent com-

bination of these results provided an overall assessment of the impact

of system loading (interrogator and transponder equipped traffic

populations) on the output characteristics of these ATC systems.

These results should prove useful in forecasting and in system

planning efforts.

Measured weekday afternoon conditions in the areas of New York and

Boston are summarized below.

I. Mode 3A/C average interrogation rates of 110 interrogations/second

have been measured at an altitude of 8K ft. in the vicinity of New

York City. It has been estimated from FAA records that this

uplink condition was produced by a visible population of approxi-

mately 40 interrogators. Similar measurements in the Boston area

with an estimated interrogator count of about 25 have indicated a

total interrogation rate of nominally 65 interrogations/second.

2. Average side lobe suppression rates monitored In the above

environments were about one third the interrogation rates in New

York and about equal to the interrogation rate in the Boston

area, where many of the measurements were made in the immediate

vicinity of several interrogators.



3. Monitored fruit rates near JFK averaged about 1,700 replies/

second. Associated airborne counts of approximately 150 beacon

equipped aircraft were radially distributed on a cumulative

basis. Average fruit rates in the neighborhood of 300 replies/sec

were recorded near Boston with a similar distribution of about 40

aircraft.

4. Average values of the above parameters were in reasonably good

agreement, whether computed from measurements made over the 38ms

beam dwell [u~terval or from integration over the 7-second antenna

scan period. These averages are based on smoothing intervals

varying from 10 minutes to about one hour. Measured short term

features are well represented by statistiLal models of the envi-

ronment.

The following conclusions may be developed from an analysis of these

results in terms of an analytical model of the interference environ-

ment.

1. Recorded traffic distribution associated with the fruit

measurements indicate that the major portion of these unwanted

replies were produced by traffic within the interrogator antenna

minor lobes rather than from traffic located in the main beam.

2. The experimentally derived probabilities of reply garble

associated with these fruit rates are closely approximated by a

Poisson model with an event interval time of 25 to 35 Ps. This

factor is consistent with the detector degarbling characteristics

employed in the data collection.

3. Initially measured transponder reply probabilities were some

five percent lower than values expected on the basis of the proba-

bility of the transponder being busy with another reply or being

suppressed when interrogated. Later measurements with a

4-.



modified decoder indicate that transponder response to uncounted

interfering single pulses appear to have produced this effect.

This performance degradation due to the random pulse suscepti-

bility of the unit employed in the tests was more serious than

was the degradation attributable to the measured interrogation

rate.

4. SLS implementation and the power reduction .program have re-

duced the uplink average interrogation rate and the average number

of side lobe inhibits.

5. Average uplink and downlink interference conditions are

closely represented by statistical models.

6. Measured average characteristics were in agreement with the

theoretical model.

Simulation of the ARTS 1II and TPX-42 performance deterioration in an

interference environment was accomplished by statistically representing

the input conditions, rather than by the more commonly used traffic/

interrogator model generators. This enabled parametric variation of

the transponder reply probability and fruit rate in such a way that

system sensitivity to critical conditions could be determined. Break-

down conditions thus determined could then be related to the

environmental conditions through the experimentally measured results

and use of the analytic model.

The following conclusions result from this assessment of the ARTS III

performance propertiei:

1. The basic ARTS III system performance will degrade under con-

ditions of increasing fruit and decreasing probability of reply.

Under the assumptions of the study, which used the system parameters

and logic of the Chicago ARTS IlI operational program as of



January 1972, it appears that tracking performance will degrade

noticeably when the reply probability drops below .85 and fruit

rate input to the defruiter is greater than 30K per second.

2. The quantitative results presented here are applicable only

to the ARTS III detection and tracking parameter: used for this

study. More judicious choices of system parameters plus field

tested logic improvements have been shown to improve system

performance under field conditions.

3. In an environment of high reply probability and low asynchro-

nous fruit the surveillance performance of basic beacon-level

ARTS is limited by the existence of narrow-width targets engendere

by antenna shielding and vertical lobing effects.

A comparison of the results of this study related to fixed and

variable-width t ar-ets predicts that substantial benefits are to be

gained through stabilization of the target widths. Not only would

immediate improvement to current performance levels result, but also

the susceptibility to future environmental degradations would be

lessened.

Similar conclusions may be drawn from the TPX-42 study with the onset

of rapid deterioration in the output quality for a reply probability

of about 0.85. Performance is generally more critically dependent

upon this parameter than upon any reasonably expected fruit rates.

As with the ARTS III, the affect of weak targets is to accentuate

this rate of performance degradation with interference.

A forecast of the ARTS III tracker output variation based on the

results of this program indicates that a reduction in the interrogator

population by a factor of almost two (G.g., 45 to 25) would be



required if the same ievel of performance was maintained for a
/

traffic count within view which increased from 300 aircraft to 1,000
aircraft. This latter figure corresponds to about 600 aircraft in

the terminal area.

Assuming approximately 45 interrogators and the current traffic

forecasts, the results of the measurements, analysis, and simulation

show that the ATCRBS reply probability and fruit rate will degrade

the present ARTS III tracking in Los Angeles in a year or two, in

Chicago in 1980, and in New York in 1995.



RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Further evaluation of the transponder reply probability should

be undertaken. Particular attention in the3e efforts should be

directed towards decoder recovery times and the influence of random

single pulses on the unit's behavior. It is recommended that a

survey of existing transponders be conducted to determine the extent

of the problem uncovered by this program.

2. Further measurements stiould be conducted to obtain a greater

sample of environmental situations. Tests. in the Los Angeles area,

with its continuai report of .ibnormally high interrogation rates,

would be worthwhile.

3. The results o: the anal)ti_..i methods developed in this task

should be incorporated in a complete assessment of a congested area,

such as Los Angeles, to predict when intolerable degradation would

occur and what actions would be most effective in forestalling it.

In this recommended study, in addition to the asynchronous inter-

ference treated here, the problem of synchronous interference should'

also be considered.

4. The results of this program show promise for utilizing the data

collection and reduction features of the ARTS-Ill in the task of

inferring the basic causes of system degradation. It is recommended

that a short study be undertaken to assess the validity and utility

of this approach, as part of the.ATCRBS Monitoring Program.

5. Constraints on interrogator operation and proliferation should be

maintained to assure adequate system performance because the number

of interrogators has a'greater impact on system performance than the

number of aircraft.



6. Side lobe blanking should be considered as an alternative to

synchronous defruiting, especially in terminal areas with concentra-

tions of traffic near the interrogator. It is recommended that the

program to investigate receiver side lobe suppression be re-emphasized.

7. Further analysis and experimentation is needed to quantitatively

determine the effects of a degraded beacon environment on the control-

ler. It is recommended that such a program be established using the

simulation facility at NAFEC.

8. It is recommended that the various modeling efforts now being

conducted by the FAA be compared with the approach used in this

program to disclose advantages and limitations of each, and to reveal

possible areas of simplification.



APPENDIX A

INTERROGATION ANALYSIS

The probability, Pb' of a transponder being busy replying to

another interrogation when a desired reply is elicited may be

expressed as

Pb P(S)Pi (1)

where

P= probability of another illuminating beam over-

lapping the desired illuminating beam

p(sli) = conditional probability that another inter-

rogation in the same time interval will

overlap the desired interrogation given that

an overlapped beam illumination has occurred.

For asynchronously related interrogation repetitions at an average

rate of T, the conditional probability above may be estimated on a

duty cycle basis with the result that

a X TI

p(sli) ~ (2)

where

a = average number of overlapping beams, given that an

overlapped condition has occurred.

'I- interrogatiorf lock out time t 80 Us
1

= interrogation repetition average period- -
A-V

A-1



If A is the average number of randomly related overlapping scanning

beams, then

"a :p P1  (3)

Substitution'of these relationships into Equation (1) yields

P v; (4)

which expresses the probability of a busy condition in terms of the

average number of beams illuminating the target, A, the response

time for a reply, ri, and the average rate of interrogations over

the network of illuminating units.

Now the probability that no beam will overlap the desired beam is

just

Po = 1 -P (5)

From the Poisson distribution for an average number of over-

lapping beams given by A, we may write

p(V) AL (6)

where p(L) is the probability of L overlapping beams. With L - 0,

p(O) - p. and from the above,

p = e (7)
0

The probability of no overlapping beam in a network of n indepen-

dently related beams with an average width of * degrees can also

be expressed as
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p.. (1 8
- 360 (8)

Equating Equations (7) and (8) results in

k =-n In (1 "•60(9)

(i 360)

Values of €, are typically four degrees so that << 1 and the
360

relationship for fZI<-I .given below may be used,

In (1 - Z)-• - Z - 1/2 Z - 1/3 Z 3. . . (10)

Equation (9) then becomes

2: n 0+ 1/2 36 + 2 .+ (1

which is closely approximated by the first term only, or

, n 30 (12)- 360

With this result in Equation (4), the probability of the trans-

ponder being busy is just

--n3 -- vtl (13)Pb n360 1

This expresses the busy condition in terms of the illuminating

interrogator network properties and the transponder response

time. Neglecting other link characteristics, the transponder

reply probability may be expressed in terms of this last relation-

ship since in this case,
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PR 1- Pb (14)

So,

PR 1n 3 6 0"rl (15)

It is of interest to note the agreement between this formulation

of the problem and the simpler one based on the assumption of

random arrivals at a rate which yields

pR= T 1 (16)

which, for T1 ti<< L, is approximated by

PR - 1 -(17)

Equations (17) and (15) are identical when v is interpreted as

the average interrogation rate resulting from the n interrogators,

or

"Vz I-= n 360 V (18)- 360

This development of the model has the advantage of providing esti-

mates on the burst characteristics of the uplink condition, since

the probability of any L overlapping beams may also be computed.

The resulting impact on Pb is then just a straightforward exten-

sion of the procedure outlined above.
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APPENDIX B

LIST OF SYMBOLS

a = Average number ut looks by typical interrogator in time, TS

1ERP = Effective radiated powet (dBW)

g = Average probibilitv of clear look due to the influence of a
single additlional. inte'rrogator

GR Receive antenna gain

G = Tratismit antenna gain

M = Total traffic count within view

MTL = Minimum threshold level

n = Number interrogators within view

p = Probability of ciear reply

P = Probability of detection

p = Probability of garbled reply

p(mIj) = Conditional probability of m, given occurrence of j

p(n) = Average probability of clear look for n interrogators

PR = Transponder reply probability

PR = Receive power

P = Transmit rower
T

I .. VD) - Probability of code validation given detection

q - Average probability of illumination for a single unit

Q - TPX-42 performance index

r = Minor lobe range in miles
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R = Mainbleam range, In mi I es

i = ART'S I II track corre.-ition ratio.,

'= ;a perlod ,t i istrrumn-ti.td interrogator

Frvactionu ,t ..tL" trai IrIc w,'tltli minor lobe range

Mi nor- ,,bn -'.o I iat, ..t t it itecV I actor determined by radiation

Avtrav i:urJte .:)I bt.-m.,s siMul Laneously illuminating target

•Avtr,;,.o r,.!?'.tLi .: r .LL 't .int.rr'ogaLor populat ion

"A.\vera.g I rv, !.if"t (r'•lr•.sis..c)

A .vtera.., p,., ' t i- nt,,rogatLon rn', L!

"IM Ave.rage replyv rate of transponders (sum of Modes 3A and C)

vS a Average S1.S inhibit ratat

T Weighted sum of -U,. and 71

"T. Sean period ot typical interrogator

• = Azir:utli ,,easurement jitter

= Average beam dwell interval

I R Bracket pair Interval

" Effective beanwidth of interrogators (in degrees)

/
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APPENDIX D

ARTS III DEGRADATION

This appendix has been separately published as:

"Executive Summary: ATCRBS/ARTS III Performance in High Fruit and.

Low Probability of Return Environment", by J. E. Freedman, K. M. Levi:,

and J. A. Keena•n 111, METRE nrR-62i2, dated 13 July 1972

A nMore °letailed description of this simulation task is given in the

final report:

"ARTS ILL Detector and Tracking Performance as a Function of Degraded

Beacon Environment", by J. E. Freedman and K. M. Levin, MITRE WP-8579,

The program was directed in Department D-44 by J. A. Keenan, III.
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EXECCUTIVE SUMMARY

1 . BACKGROUND

1.1 Study ObTJective

The oblectives of Lhe work documented by this paper have been:

1.I 10' determine the range ol sens it.vity of the
basic ARTS II.1 performance to environment degrada-
tions.,

2. l'rovid('I .a fa'i lv ot parame-tric curves (over
the range ut- senu4tivlty) relating key ARTS III
performance measures .to degradation in the
environment.

3. lo gerntraily relate sys em legradation to
tncrease workload experienc, 6y controllers
using tht nystem.

ro pursue these objectives the primary tool has been a set of
computer programs collecti.'ely called the MITRE "Basic ARTS Ill
Surveillance Model".

Terms used in this dccument are defined in Pezza, A. T., 'NAS
Glossary and Acronyms", MITRE Working Paper 8124, Revision 2,
Washington, D. C., 29 September 1971. (U)

1.2 The ATCRBS/ARTS LII System Combination

On a radar video display (plan view display) basic ARTS III adds
alphanumeric identity and flight data to targets representing
ATCRBS beacon equipped aircraft. This data reduces, for the
radar controller in the Terminal Radar Control (TRACON) room,
the workload associated with maintaining flight strips containing
that same informaLion. The association of identity data with
one particular beacon target in the auto tracking area occurs
automatically if the aircraft is utilizing a discrete (12 bit)
beacon code, has flight plan information within the computer
data base, and if that beacon target is unique. If any of theme
three conditions is not met, the association of alphanumeric data
with a displayed target can be initiated manually by the control-
ler (if the target is in the auto-tracking area). Furthermore,
if the data and target become disassociated, a manual action is
required to re-ini.tiare if any of the three conditions are again
or still not met.
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Basic ARTS [Il automaticall1y associates (:lode C) altitude data
with any beacon target representing an aircraft transponding
to altitude inquiriets. The altit.ude data can be displayed as
alphanumeric data automatically at thi option of the controller.
This capability can reduce both 'u'amtr.,11er and pilot workload
and substai *.al I.v r.dcrut t h. list- of alr-ground voice communica-
tions relatt'd to .1ItALthdt. (.tatug) determitaattun. The Intro-
ductlon ot bastc AR'ITS II has made possible a fuller utilization
of ATCRBIS capabililt.v rhan has h1,,vri common in the TRACON prior to
ARTS III, since t!:, m.* ic (c dat.i has not been conveniently avail-
able Lo.o ,lLr. without ART'S 11.. Further details of the -
ARTS Lt'AfutiLionflt '.cap.,ii Ii iv :aismL found in l.evin, K. M. "System
l)escripti,,a .-,Auýtt,,(i.t,.u It .,id.,r T"!'.-rinal System III (ARTS III)",
MITRI• T'rCilmiit.n*.: ,., 1.4ashington, O. C., 3 August 1970.
Thi . datum,.!: L .,v i.. ti vw tiht.. FAA as SPO-MD-600. (W)

Ali e~ahd!' ,';;tvi•.! :.hc."., ..i*'. W' d u edrwav for ARTS III which is
p ld.lIIL*.i .,,. ~ ;xd~i.; ,,...a fctfICLional and technical features

. . .:-.- ,I!. • :,.:,,:..r, , •I.Sults in this paper which
rce'.L. -, !., .j... i: ,!.i tL t - .j lower hound on expected

AKR'T ILI I

.. I ih . . , ,,1_ _ ..,. . .. ,,.e model and Its Validation

A set of cnapu.,r pretrial;. collectively referred to as Lhe MITRE
"Basic ARTS 111 Sulrvei!!.act: Itodul" has been used to support this
study. It was devt'lopeLi L%; supprt sVstem implerantation engi-
neering associated with ARTS 1.'1; it has been mtdified slightly
to meet the nt.v.di; o thU.: s!•txdy. T'n. model architecture comprises
the following tive :vtduLt.: ,.a aircraft traffic generator; a
target synthesizer; ti;c Ai'I*.; beacon target detector; the ARTS
tracker; and a '.li l t' .,, . rickag'.

Veriiication of th- ,>urvviI.Iance Mvd-:l has included successful
comparisons ol. modul prt6dictions with actual field test measure-
ments periormt-d during the ARTS II Engineering Performance
Assest;ment rest: .t 'hi,..go in 1971. Further validation has
Included successul. ,=.qparis.on, of operational site (Chicago)
tracking performance with modt.l tracker performance using the
same target data (which had been recorded by the ARTS III opera-tional program data extracor), The detector and tracker models

are regarded as reasonably iaithful representations of the actual
ARTS III functions.

The range of environeni,.,l conditions tested and used for model
verification has hi.e.n linit•.d to a high-reply-probability, low-
fruit environnent typical, for an ARTS III site. The emphasis
in this study, how'ver, na.,:. been to extrapolate the performance
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predictions to degraded environments (i.e., low reply probability,
high fruit), a region where the model has not yet been validated.
Since such environment degradations do not presently exist in
practice, (and may never be as hostile as the limits tested),
validation in this region is difficult. A rigorous verification
would require the use of some special preprocessing equipments
to randomly remove incoming target replies and insert random

fruit replies to represent the full range of environmental con-

ditions of interest. This type of model verification has not
been done. Nevertheless, there is no indication that the model
is not reasonably valid even in the extremely hostile environ-
ments used for parts of this study.
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2. VARIABLI.ES EXAMINED

Generally it is not possible In at system as complex as the
ATCRBS/ARTS III combination to control any variables indepen-
dently in the pure sense, thus considerable post-experimentation
analysis has bihen required to separate and relate the dependent
and independent v.,riahtes. Independent Variables 3 and 4 (below)
were, idnLt itc'd a,; appropriate variables to consider after the
study effo'rt stirtd and therefore are not explicitly identified
In Uthe. urigina! study objectives.

A. tnd.ý:tMnden V',1 r I 11t!b hS

Th1 1h. . '1. I' t. inVn'.: '..,ci dh e..S for this study have been:

.:'tt*,,:n:rt;.:' Asynchroroos Fruit Rate -
-u~. x~~.�'i,•.t i .;inc 1t0t, 1:; ht'acon transponder replies

. ;i ,_ r'L'" ':.• ;: *'. with ti,.. desired true replies

I,.- , priobabi, lity that the
:' r.,p!% r" detected interrogation.

-t .,Th:angular widtl,
eve: 4.¢tic., hoth tt. .- ::naponder is capable of
deectin, interrogat.fins and the ATCRBS receiver
is cpab. o .ct ig the replies. A variable
target 'i.dth distrillution, as shown in Figure 2-1,
is u.ea Lo apprr.x;iirnL1tU the present transponder and
interrogaLor/reCivVci antenna combination. Fer
certain simulatron runs a fixed target width was
used :4 degroes) to t:,•c•nder : limiting case if
transponder and interrogator/receiver antenna
improvements were made.

Th,. ARTS III 1.ogical. Design and Parametric
operation - The performance of ARTS III under
see:rai condttions of different operational
prog-.st;1 logic design arnd of different operational
paramLtt .Et Li ngs.

2.2 Dependent Variables

The objective dcpenden.t variables have been:

1 . 1'r(oLbilitv <,f DetectiOn - The probability
that a received heacon signal will be detected
by the ATCRWS/ARTS Ill combination detector.
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2. Failure to I)is-eirn Mode C - The probability that
a target which is transponding to Mode C interroga-
tions will not be identified as a "Mode C" target.

3. Probabilltv of Code Validation - The probability
that at L.t. two identical consecutive, ungarbled
altitude o'r identity codes will be received from
a targte.

4. li.,bbtI ii tv ot Erroneous Code Reports - The
pr',,i;ttyi t" ttiat an vrro-wious altitude or identity
tCode %ý-i.4 bw reported for a target.

J. Frad,-ti, oI 'r..ggets Classified Weak - Trhe
per0.`-age .,A targets declared which have a
run l.,Ueth !'eiot' Lhe weak-strong threshold
Setting. !'his charac teristic is less important
with t0@.. r,.v'.tc! tracking logic which U3es weak
- o W.* ! , tLoIgets for auLo-acquisition
and s•,ai.Cdt .',, re.-orrelation. 1his is included
because c" L'e results which are related to the
earlier . LI! logic design which did not so
fu I I - .. we: tk targets.

b. Probability of Target Splits - The probability
that a single target will he reported as more
than one target.

7. Distribution of Azimuth E'rrrs - The relation-
ship of azimuth errors to an independent variable.

8. Processing i'ime Utilization - The percentage
of available computing time used.

9. 'Track Correlation Ratio - The ratio of the
number of scans a track correlates to the number
of scans it is tracked (sometimes this has been
called tracking blip/scan).

1U. Probability of Track Loss - The ratio of
Lhe number of tracks which disassociated at
least once to the total number of tracks.

11. Number of Aircraft Tracked - The number of
aircratt actually tracked at lenst once during
an expetiment run.
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12. CotrLoller Workload - The amourt ot york
required of the controller to maintain status
and tracklzig of aircraft under his control.
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3. MAJOR RESULT;

3.1 Detector l'erfornman,:e Results

Ot Lhe eight deLet:t.or performance measures examined (items 1

through 8 under 2.2•h the two which were most affected by the
postulaite.d 'lavi rnvinmenLal d,.gradations, hence those having the

greaLesL adveis;e, imnrict on the system performance, were the
probaubilitv o0 det•LCti•1: and the probability of erroneous code
report. It was tound that degradations in the reply probability
chi.t ly result,,t i;i lowered dt.feCLion probability (Figure 3-1)
;.II i e th,, mlit- ot .1.,t of an Increasing asynchronous fruit rate
wS.; an ioerL.using number of erroneous code reports (Figurns 3-2
.Ad 3-3). SiliCe t-he tz'acL,'r requires both code and position
,.Orre!.1tiol frbw the, -tw ruport, a degradation of the tracking
performuaco ensues vro',u eirhl.r or both of the above conditions.

',. ,.s,,.r pc,:','mre curves presented In portions of this

paper pertain t., er!rorriance attained when the base set of

!t:1.ectLor n, ira.-.i ..- , are used,! *t:s was the case in July 1971).

Tht'r, i'.al be.;' .iid i:; .1; eftort underway to refine system per-

:orrjnce t'v iprc,.,nig the c[i:,- ce of parameters. This exercise

u-as bseen .,rnp.etei, at Cl,&, ago wherý' the new parameters are now

:n; opera.~: i,.ua' usc. Th, :i,,w s;ettings selected for Chicago

basically reflect the choi.:e of a lower threshold in order to

provide imnproved detection of weak targets (i.e., those incurring

antenna shielding or vertical lobing effects) and a shorter pro-

cessing window for improved azimuth resolution. The lowered

thresholds were p-rrmltted lby the low occurrence of false synchro-

nous targets at Lhis particl~ar site.

To provide an example i!lustrating the impact of using the

improved settings some additional simulation runs were made

with these settings. The probability of detection curves for

the different settings are. shown in Figure 3-4. A comparison

of the 'urves show.; the improved settings (in use on January

1972) to have markedly less sensitivity to degradations in

the reply probability. The use of the base set (i.e., those

in use during July of 1971) of detector parameters in this

study can therefore be considered as leading to pessimistic

estimates of performance (when there are few synchronous target

problems).

Note that in the portion of the curve descriptive of most actual

-field sites (e.g.., PR,.95 to .99) the improvement is not spectacu-

lar. However, at the limits of system performance (e.g., PR,. "5

to .85) substantial improvement can be seen. Based upon this

observation, it can be said most of the detection performance
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limiting characteristic:; identified in this report can be expected
to improve zus !n-novat itnis and enhancements ire implemented in the
field.

3.2 Track.tr trfomantle Results

The ARTS IlI T'racker is sensitive to environmental degradations.
Two primarV Lral,: tr performance measures, Track Correlation Ratio
.1:,.' Tt-ck , 'rohbabilitv will degrade with increases in fruit
levels and docreaxse.. in the rtpplv prohability. The tracker is
•aore svn, iti-,. t ý ,.rea;v..• i: thhe reply pr,-hahility titan to
in.i:rea-,v; I!, frui, rat T, i ., .. , s bectau,;e, as probability
,t ''p y dectup,,t.l;, tht. -r")i.h0 litv of detction also decreases
(See Figur. 3-1i.•; L.; in turn provides thu tracker with less
tnftor.Li t I ~tc, 0•i,;s IiIn Lit •,,., r,.;),:.,). * .icreased fruit -rates
LdU!;t h" 2,. Iir;: :,:::get.. witi e r' e rroneous or garbled

* . l'l € '.: .," * ~ ... " 1 V :1t, I'.ZLISt thOt.t tracker to fail tG

Fer targets of !,"dth (P) hits j r.'), iL appears that the
r.ra:ckIng syto. ... gr.:i,.s foqtn.:tic.t'h, belaw .80 reply prob-
abilt:" Iard ,L~v.'10.V* fruit ,t:l s:tcond (5;ee Figures 3-5 and 3-6).
1or this study tix..d.w',th caret-t results represent a theoretical
situation In which transponderr .ad Interrogator/receiver antennas
have been substantially upgraded. Variabie width targets (00-60)
represent the current state of transponders and intennas. The
distribution of target widths if; based on a sample of targets
from Chicago (S,-e Figure 2-1). Tli tracking performance for
varia!le target tracks is l...,vs below that for fixed target
track'- (compare, ri1uri- 3-5 111d 1-6 w.th !:igure.-• 3-7* and 3-8*).
'This is due primarily to the difference in probability of detec-
tion 1-etween fixed and variable targets. For variable targetst
the performance appears to degrade most noticeably below .85
reply probability and above 30K fruit per second; this is true
ever, when weak targets art, utilized for recorrelation in the
"process unused beacon" (PIUB) routine of tracking (See Figures

_-9 and 3-1.0).' Table!- 3-i and 3-2 show the increased number of
airrraft tracked when weak targets, as well as strong, are used
for auto-acquisition and recorrelation of discrete tracks. Figures
3-9, 3-10, and 3-11 plus tables 3-1, 3-2, and 3-3 show the general
improvement In th- tracking performance when improved logic and
parameter settings are used. Thus, the results identified in this
study as original Icly 1971 data should be considered as a lower
bound on tracking performance.

The anomalies in these curves (specifically, the lower end of the

501 fruit urves) are due to the combination of sample size and
reduced tr.ick life for the sampled tracks.
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It does not appear that tracking-related processing time is
adversely affected by environmental degradations. Lowered
reply probability is expected to result in less tracking-
related processing since there are Ios reports with which to
rorrelate. Increased fruit levels are expected to require
more tracking-related processing because of additional garble
and code checks.

3.3 Controller Workload Effects.

It is felt that the ;roedominant factor affecting controller
workload, as the envltcnment degrades, will be the manual
acquisition or reacquI ition required when tracks do not
auto-acquire or when r ,,: disassociate. The idea of defining
a system breakdown po i: as a function of environmental degrada-
Lions has been found •o t.e -in exercise heavy with subjectively,
unless extensive additional studies are performed. For the pur-
pose of this !;tudy, it is suggested that the knee of the track
loss probabiiity curve be considered as an operating point
beyond which substantial controller objection would be noted.
This th,.n becomes an operating condition to be avoided. As can
be notec from Figures 3-9 and 3-10 this point 4s about .85 prob-
ability of reply for variable width targets (current environment)
and about .80 for fixed width targets (the hypothesized improved
ATCRBS environment). By noting the "number of aircraft tracked"
columns in both Tables 3-1 and 3-2 it can be clearly seen that
controller workload due to manual acuqisition is reduced if weak
targets (as well as strong) are used in the auto-acquisition
process. Again, these ]imits can be expected to improve (i.e.,
the knee move to lower probability of return conditions) as
improvements are implemented in the next several years.

This study does not attempt to relate the workload required to
determine which of several identified targets is the true target
and which is a target resulting from synchronous fruit (side
lobe, :eflections, etc.). Since ARTS III identifies only one
target, it any, the workload associated wit': this controller
effort is not appropriate for this study.
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TABLE 3-1

ARTS III Tracking Performance For Variable
Width Targets, Zero Fruit

Considering The Utilization of Weak Reports (or not) in the
tracking logic.

"Number of A/C Track Correla- Percent

Reply. Probability Tracked tion Ratio Track Lost

Case I,no weak targets used:.

.65 2 .04 100

.75 22 .28 64

.85 56 .67 20

Case I1, weak as well as strong targets used:

.65 58 .09 98

I.75 58 .4, 52

.85 58 .74 7
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TABLE 3-2

ARTS III Tracking Perfornmce For Fixed
Width Targets, Zero Fruit

Considering the utilization of veak targets (or not) in the
tracking logic

"Number of A/C Track Correla- Percent
Re ply Probability Tracked tion RatUo Track Lost

C.ne 1, no weak targets used-:

65 0

70 3 .075 100O

75 17 .543 242

80 44 .745 9.12

85 57 .872 1.62

90 58 .958

95 59 .993 02

100 59 .9991

Case II, weak as well as strong targets used:

65 49 .197 962

75 58 .592 21Z

80 58 .765 5.1Z

85 58 .886 1.7Z
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TABLE 3-3

MTS III Tracking Perforumnce For Variable
Width Targets., Zero Fruit

Considering nev, detection and tracking parameters and new tracking
logic

Number of A/C Track Correla- Percent
Reply Probability" Tracked tion Ratio Track Lost

Cas I, Old tracking logic, tracking parameters and detection
parameters

.65 2 .039 100

.75 22 .282 64

.80 41 .526 37

.85 56 .666 20

.90 57 .802 9

.95 58 .878 5

1.00 58 .919 0

Case II. New tracking logic, tracking parameters, and detection
parsinters

.75 53 .701 17

.80 54 .784 11

.85 57 .848 4

.90 57 .886 4

.95 58 .916 3
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1.0 VARIABLE-WIDTH TARGETS WITH MODE C
ALL CODES DISCRETE

t., ..... LALTITUDE CODE
~- .8 __ __"w IDENTITY CODE

1.0
.9

.6
1.0

.9

0.4 ii•
o

0
.2 o

0 6Io
0 1OK 20K 30K 40K 50K

ASYNCHRONOUS FRUIT RATE (PER SEC)

FIGURE 3.2
PROBABILITY OF AN ERRONEOUS CODE REPORT VS. FRUIT RATE AND

REPLY PROBABILITY FOR VARIABLE-WIDTH TARGETS
(INCLUDES ALL VALIDITY LEVELS)
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1.0 .
FIXED-WIDTH TARGETS WITH MODE C
ALL CODES DISCRETE

..8 ALTITUDE CODE

S~IDENTITY CODE

oA

.6

0

• .4 Ii
C9

0. 0

.2

0

010K 20K 30K 40K 50K

ASYNCHRONOUS FRUIT RATE (PER SEC)

FIGURE 3-3
PROBABILITY OF AN ERRONEOUS CODE REPORT VS. FRUIT RATE AND ii

REPLY PROBABILITY FOR FIXED-WIDTH TARGETS
(INCLUDES ALL VALIDITY LEVELS)
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4. CONCLUSIONS

1. The basic ARTS III system performance will degrade under
conditions of increasing fruit and decreasing probability
of reply. Fnder the assumptions of the study, which used
the system parameters and logic of the Chicago ARTS III
operational program as of January 1972, it appears that
tracking p-rformance will degrade noticeably when the reply

probabillty drops below .85 and fruit is greater than
30K •er sectnd.

2. The quantitartiv., results presented here are applicable only
to the ARTS II derection' and tracking parameters used
fof this study. More judicious choices of system parameters
plus field tslted logic improvements have been shown to

improve system performance under field conditions.

3. 1..; !,u vv:rrnment of high reply probability and low
asVy1chronIouL f:t:it the surveillance performance of basic
beacon-!evo:' ARIS is limited by the existence of narrow-width
targets er 7,::dered by antenna shielding and vertical
ýobinug .,'it ýts.

A comparison of the results of this study related to
fixed and variable-vidth targets predicts that substantial
benefits are to be gained through stabilization of the target
widths. Not only would immediate improvement to current
performance levels result, but also the susceptibility
to future environmental degradations would be lessened.

4. All measures of detector performance, with the exception
of the target split probability, were found to be sensitive
to environment degradations. However. processing time
utilization and azimuth accuracy exhibited only minor
sensitivity. Degradations in reply probability will
primarily result in lower probability of detection. As
fruit increases, the percent of erroneous codes increases.
As the number of targets declared increases, detection
processing utilization will increase linearly.

5. All measures of tracking performance are sensitive to
environmental degradations as a result of the tracker'so........

9 dependence on detector performance. The tracker performance
is primarily dependent on probability of detection, on
failure to discern Mode C, and on erroneous Mode 3/A code
reports.
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6. No statement can be made on the basis of this study withregard to system degradation due to: 1) synchronow, fruitproduced by side lobe replies or reflection replies or 2)
with regard to synchronous garble.

7. No quantitative statement can be made about when systembreakdown would occur due to controller workload increases.Subjectively, the knee of the probability of track loss
(PTL) curve is believed to be a reasonable first orderapproximation of the point where substantial controller
objection would be noted (i.e., .85 probability of returnfor the current target width characteristics and .8 forthe fixed width targets).

D
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5. RECOHMQENDATIONS

1. Consider the expected impact of a degraded beacon environ-
ment on the enhanced ARTS III system which includes
supplementary primary radar, Improved beacon signal
processing, and multi-sensor radar/beacon coverage plus
improved algorithms and parameter settings.

2. Perform analysis and experimentation needed to determine
quantitatively the effects of a degraded beacon environ-
ment on controller workload, stress, and traffic safety.

3. Study the effects of synchronous fruit (reflections and 4
side lobe replies) and main beam synchronous garble on
the performance of the ARTS III system.

/J. A. Keenan J. E. Freedman K. M. Leuin
D
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APPENIDI:X E

TPX-42 DEGRADATION

rhi. appendix Le the Executive Summary from the Final Report:
"AN/TPX-42 Tatget Processing Simulation Study", by S. H. Weinstein

and A. 11,irelli, Hazeltine Corporation, Report #10773, November 23.

1971. The program was directed at Hazeltine by J. H. Gutman.
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A. AN/TPX-42 System DescriDtion

The AN/TPX-42 Interrogator Set is a complete secondary sur-

veillance radar ground interrogator, processor and display system. It

can be used at both fixed and mobile ATC installations for the terminal

control of aircraft equipped with beacon transponders. The Interrogator

Set provides for 'the transmission, reception, and processing of signals

as specified in the U. S. National Standard for the IFF Mark X (SIF)/

Air Traffic Contro' Radar Be.acon System (ATCRBS). The AN/TPX-42 normally

operates in association with a primary radar system and provides special

beacon positicn symbols, and aircraft identity and altitude numerics on

a traffic controller's PF display.

Ccmnosent- of the Interrogator Set pertaining to the beacon

processing .:nrct:::n art! the defr,;iter (Unterference blanker) and the

Beacon ie,,l" 'rocessor (B=1). The defruiter cnlv passe!n a reply pulse

when it is snc-hronous wit:- a reply received on the previous interrogator

pulse repetition pert.: fcr the same mode. The BRP accepts replies

from the #.efrui:ar ank; processe! these replies to produce a digital re-

port for each aircraft on every scan of the antenna. This target r'eport

contains aircraft position coordinates (range and azimuth), identity

code or codes and altitude data.

The AN/TPX-k12 is capable of operating with the beacon/IFF

modes 1, 2, 3/A, and C using a variety of interlace patterns. Operation

with various primary terminal radars is expected to result in a minimum
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of 9 and a maximum of 20 interrogations per scan on a target. The
governing AN/TPX-42 specification (DOD-AIMS 6S-S?7(B)) indicates

that an average number might be l4 when operated at a pulse repetition
Ir uency of 360 interrogations per second and a 4 second scan period

(15 RPM). The specification requires operation in an environment con-

taining a maximu= of 126 targets within 200 MM of the radar. Further-
more, the equipment must be capable of processing up to 32 targets

simultaneously within the beam of the beacon interrogator antenna.

B. BeacoiiProcessing Functions

The AN/TPk'-42 beacon processor uses a statistical decision
device called a "sliding w'indow" for the detection and azimuth center-
marking of beacon targets. A sliding window is simply a shift register
of fixed length (LW) into which a binary "one" is entered if a bracket
decoded reply is present at the range of interest on a particular
pulse repetitioirn period (prp); otherwise a "zero" is entered. On
successive prp's the ones and zeroes shift through the register. When
the number of cneL in the register reaches a preselected "leading edge"

(L) �threshold, the rarget leading edge is declared at the associated
prp. Trailing edge determination is made when the number of ones falls
below a preselected trailing edge threshold (TE).

"o Target Detection is a function performed to determine
whether or not a series of replies received within a given

range limit on successive beacon interrogations (of all
modes) constitutes a set Qf replies.from a true target.
The declaration of leading and trailing edge is one compon-
ent of target detection. The other is confidence check.

"o Confidence Check is a funr.tion performed to screen and
discard spurious false targets by requiring that a minimum
number of bracket decodes (replies) be rece.ived out of the

defruiter durir.g a given scan across the target. The pre-
selected confidence level (CL) must be ment or exceeded in

order to allow targets (whose leading and trailing edges

have been declared) to be transmitted to the display processor.
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o Code Validation is a function performed '.o extract and re-

port the m.ost provable correct code value from the set of

codes (of a given mode) received on a given scan across the

target. The technique e-p2oyed in the AN/TPX-42 processor

:c valia•...:de requires that twc consecutive replies

cu* c. :he defruitr (in the same mcde) match ane at least

cno must :e garble-free. Target reports to the , isplay

.rc:-essar w-"•il I n:'ude the p;.sitional data on detected tar-

ge:s'4an vaiia*e- code a:a only. Thus, failure to validate

* en- .. i-n•, :'. ,! e will result in the absence of

,~�!-r.•m the display.

C ______ - r;.: .-. crned ty averaging the leading

and trii:.g edge neasureme,•t (incl-.ing subtraction of an

appropriate zaz). L'nder certain conditions, the beacon

;rscessc.- !nay eclare the p-esence uf more than one target

:as. , ! e 3e:-: : re:.iie5 frcm a single target.

.. n Z- , o~c.r whle: ad-- and trailing edges are

-eclared .-Lv' than cnce. This results in the reporting of

,wc :- i:,-argets a- the same . with slight azimuth

A !'A -.. This condliti-n gnerc'21-. results in incorrect

'..ut..• c.-.tr-.K. ct he single true target.

The folloawing ta-ale shcws ;!r...-r_-.--ngt of adjustment of the slid-

ing wind..w tr::. the At/TPX--; a. the Pianned typical setting,

for goverr-r.un: eval'aticn r Af producz::n equipment.

FAP.•A.rkT.• r- TYPICAL SETTI NG

Window ..en'gth 8.,4) 8-12 8

Leading Edge sh-- (L_) 1-4 2

Trailing Edge Thresh::d (T) 0-2 1

Confidence Check Level (CL) 0-16 0

C. Hethod of Anal"sis

The primary tc. .sed i:: the analysis of the ANITPX-4s is an

existing, Hazeltin.e _ieelcped, ccmuter model of the beacon processing

functions. This T.-c.-e was exercisec In a Monte Carlo simulation to

study. the im.pact o:" ":- environ.me::ts on target detection, code vali-

dation ,and azimuth :ea.ter.a;king accuracy. The envir-onmental factors

- E-4



accommodated by the model are:

Transponder Replv Ratio - (TRR), the probability that a

main beam interrogation will elicit a transponder reply.

This prokability Is a functi--r. of many factors including the

number ant lcca:i.:; cf '.eaccn Interrogator.s, their coverage,
transmittej pcwer an. irnterrogation rate, use of side-lobe

suppressi-n, aircraft antenr.na patterns and detailed transponder

su-r.' icn -chardz-:eristics.

Fruit Pate. - The average rate at which asynchronous beacon

r.-ey. train.scczz a: ý in:err.-ga:c:r of interest. Tnese

"f:"ti" :'ep.ie~~s•:e'e,:-',s frcn :rdnsponders ir. the en-

v,.r..-.-.: ici •,' err-gat r otner than the interrc-

gator -.::ert-:. Thi. rate *ier.end on the number and location
of -- g '- a:.n. " the T.RR cf the transponders

. -"- ": :.'.-.,&... :' -' ..-.rrogd:ions transmitted as

the mai -. :h, _ -, .rs the target. This de-

' , pend:, :ý., . rzta:ic:; :.at, interrogator prf and

the " be-:- (resu2ting from the detailed

. *::., .:• er:- an- side-lobee--uppression char-
acteristic_ :i =he th ra-.s~ner).

Burst Error!: - Thiu is a forn of interrogation link inter-

ference z-'e :z. an.Dtner i.terrcgatcr c-erati-ng in the coverag-3
area having a prf nearly sy.chronous with the prf of the in-
terrogat-r of intere.e:. The interference manifests itself by
the of fen•:.g ir-:err3-a:zr "capturing" the transponder for a
number ::f s,.. es.:ve pulie r'e.etition periods, thereby denying
service t"o tte interrciator of interest. This burst error can
be charazterized by its period (in prp's) and the probability
of its occurrence cn a particular target scan.
Target :,et.ezcr -ara!-ýters - the sliding window length (LW),

the leading a:;d trailling edge thresholds (LE, TE) and the
confidence cbeck level (OL) in the model are variable over the
full range of possible AIT-•X-42 beacon processor setting•.
Mode Interlace - the ;articular modes (1, 2, 3/A, C) used for
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interrogation and the sequence in which they are used, con-

stitute the mode interlace pattern of an interrogator. The

modes elicit different types of coded information (e.g. bar-

ometr " "'.d C. ::y i 'v e on Mode 3/A) from

the • a ::-;.. ,c n it changes in the

interr:-Zatr -.. - erlace az we" as allow selection of
the modo . .T- which a t'::sponder w.:.1 reply.

The ,i.-act '. !he- -ariat-irn in these factors (representative
:"feren- tc=enw :. SVStc. -..- :-::.nnce (target detection,

-,- . .... -! . ...:.: *.: .-. - . : frmf ing a para-

ric :nvu:-:-.4: ... at, : -. .a.-ette. va•ied over its ex-

pected ra:,,e (e.g. -a;z:.-- :e:..: -etifrc o.- 5 to 1.0) while
others were held :ons'at. :..auate sensitivit_, of system performance
to each pa.ane-er -r:-eres:.

.-. '. ';i . .4a-" generator program,

a c:. :.y-•-. .::. - :. . . •i--a generator provides
il) tnhe t.•.rget repl.y -....... f .. t .c.:de_ replies/no replies

-azed on t.-in--pcnder reni: ra:--.) C.) a superi•.,osed burst error
:.'dth :in and C.) -. ' r' ' replies and ,sLzc'_4ared garble conditions.
Lh:.; is accz:n£ishe..' - a se, C-' randon nu:-ber -enerator's which are
progra--.e ate the ;caurrenc- .: eve:.xt in accordance with the
desired probabilty (n a manner consistent with detdiled equipment
ch3rac:eris.-.csj. The _eaccn target process:'.g program operates upon
the generate4 data -usin a node! of the 51"in; wi:,.cow to determine
(U) whether :;ese sequen:es resuit in :etec:ed targets, (2) whether
codes are valiia.-.4eq :.d (3) the a: c;. centermark cf the target.

. ........." .. -:...... .,- a ;imul.ation since

the statistical resul!s are gathered by repea'ing an experiment.
This exe.ere. t-- cf ze~n-in a re ly --e-;uence from the data
generatcr into the beacon processzr and ncti:;:g he result. This is
repeated .in': t:- S wi"rh Varyi:-F reilv sequences and the results are
averaged tr ! determ..n. th:e pr;._,h ý:t" cf d.Otecticn, etc. In designing
the simulaticn ex;e-'-en : •tn in .-a,-., :..nclusionz from the data ob-
tained, it is !'or..- o rt-.cognize :he iTrlication of using a partic-
ular number rf iterati.,t.. The nu.nber usel permits one to associate
a certain degree :,f confidetize with the data accumulated and hence on
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the conclusions drawn from that data. The greater the number of

iterations, the more confidence one can place in the results. However,

computer costs and availability of computer time place an upper bound

on these iterations. One hundred iterations werwused in this program

since it appeared rz be a reasornable compromise between zonfidence in

the results and the number cf different cases which could be simulated

within the available time period.

Maior Resuits

MITRE rf'presentatives suggested that primary emphasis be-
placed on gatherih,; st.atistics using the "most likely" settings for

the s•id.ng windo'w ole&z-r. prouesscr. Although definite settings will

-t b. selec•tel ,:i ccKuena-:. o: a planned government test program,

it ýs our under-stan:ing that Ai. Fcrce evaluaticn of the AN/TPX-42 will

eo.o-ence usinr a wi•n"Iw lMngth (LW) of 8, a leading edge threshold (LE)
cf 2, a trUii:. • .... threshold (T : 3f 1, and a confidence level (CL)

Jwith a .K' win; considered. A three z.ode interlace (2,3,

',.,3,C) would rcacbalv t.e used ar-J between 9 and 16 hits per beamwidth

a:e expected. Act..'niy, the majcrity of computer runs was performed

-,,.n& these se: l:';. The tans-onder :'eply ratio (TR) was varied

fx::- 0.65 te. an; . ... ra.:es of 3CO to 3C,000 reply trains per

secoxnJ were si-uaze.. Certain run% were made with 9, 16 and 30 hits

per scan.
1. Acceptable Levels " PterformAnc4

The perfcr-ance of tne beacon system is ultimately judged

by i's ability to contribute to the process cf aircraft separation and

control. The air traffic controller is becoming increasingly dependent
upon the ATCRES !or aircra!. ;osi:icnal, altitude, and identity infor-

mation. Accordingly, -he ideal beacon system should display continuous,

reliable, accurate information on all beacon equipped aircraft. This

translates into a set cf ideal beacon processing performance character-

istics namely:

a. IOC% prcbability of detection to ensure a beacon

report on each target on each antenua scan (consist-
ent with acceptable false-alarm rate).

b. 100% probability of code validation for each beacon
mode on each antenna scan to eneure the presence of

identity and altitude information for each target.

E-7
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C. perfect azimuth centermarking; beamsplit azimuth

standard deviation of zero degrees.

d. zero probability of target splits (range and azimuth)

such that a single (rather than multiple) accurate

pC:iti4on/!7ode report "-i;pý-iyed for each beacon

target.

Unfortunately, 'tv*e ideal chairacteristics cannot all be net

simultaneously in practice. Thi,; is due In par, to the environmental

effects (fruit and ransrzncner reppl pr-.n,.11ity), which force a com-

promise between det1c:>:. :r7-11-it- i•:,m .-i....;.rm rate. The govern-

ig AN/TPX-hL2 (Hpeci . , ().-A1% ,- ()) does not specify the

aforementioned 7e' roc>,:;.• ;ier:armnnc- rc•'ailities. Therefore,

a set of nominal mini:m'.um (max:<nu.t) accet, able level-, of performance

are suggested for. evalluation e<f ANi/TPIX-LZ proc[es.sing. These are based

on (1) a review of .j:ec.[. 1•- i ;t,5for certalj:, .iasslfied beacon process-

ors (2) the spe'.i.wi -', "t:AAiK I C-rn•on Digitizer used

to provide beacon , ,'je :,3 Enrou~t Control Ce'nters, and (3)

Hazeltine's judgmer~i -. redlated cn yeeart; -f exposure to the spectrum

of beacon/IFF 71:.-. T,: .olowrnkg fatle *;hows the specified Common

Digitizer paramr'zr -.'........ geeýe : use for AN/TPX-42 evalua-

tion.

TABLE ,-*

BEACCR4 CKL: .'P- PEREC - TAR;METERS

Parameter -'- >iize AN/TPX-42

Probability of Detectic:)n 90%

Probability of Coct e 9iE' 90%

Azimuth Accuracy2, 3, ±-.260 Ill hits per mode 1~ to 2 prp 's
±.4o 23 hit: ner mode 1-l.250 to .5°0

Percent Azimuth Sp0 . (.1 ' pc. mode) 1 to 2%
1% (C -, per mode)

Note 1: At, .Th transponder" reply probability

Note 2: Targer Detection v:rforme,1 o:. Mode 3/A only

Note 3: SJ* of tw',ec: r~u. ; . •thi• these limits

for, the Crcn.-..n .:.rer. The value for AN/

TPX-e2st AvailableCopy

Bests Available Cp



To the controller, a 90% probability of detection means that
there is only aIt chance of failing to got a target report CM two
successive antenna scans. Likewise, a "I probability of code valida-
'Dion means a it chance of missing code (or altitude) information cn
two successive antenna scans. The cccurrence of azimuth splits can
be related to the total number of targets to be processed or to the
number assigned to a controller. Thus, although 2% azimth splits
means about 2 to 3 splits per total 360O antenna scan (2M of 120

-targets), a controller responsible fcr say 10 aircraft would, on the
average, only see,.p target spli-t every 5 antenna scans.

The re-adr-' i~s rcminded that the values suggested for evalu-
ating AiN/TPX-42 performane are no- government specified, but repre-
sent a Hazeltine Judgment. They are used only tc provide a basis for
evaluation of results.

The result% herein are based on 100 iterations for each data
;~:'.-. That ;s, in generating an estimate cf an output parameter,

'•,aza !rom 100 independent scans cf the target was provided to the
Sarget de:ector.

2. Prcbabilit;' of Tartt D'etection
The co=;%:ter simulation was used to study the effecs

of transponder reply ratio, fruit rate, confidence level, and number
of hits per scen on probability of target detection. Figure S-1
summarizes the major results. The suggested nominal minimum acceptable
-ev~el -or probability of detection is 90%.

a. With 16 hits cn target and a confidence level of zero
(CL:0), the probability of detection met* or exceeds
90% for fruit rates up to 30,000 reply groups per
second and for transponder reply ratios as low as

0.65.
b. With 16 hits an target and a confidence level of four

(CLzk) probability of detection meets or exceeds 90%
for fruit rates up to 30,000 as long as TIR exceeds

S0.75. Below TRR of 0.75, the probability -f detection
falls below 90% even for fruit rates as low as 300
reply grou--s per second.
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C. With only 9 hits on target and a fruit rate of 1000,

the probability of detection falls below 90t when

TRR is about .1 (for CLx@) and when TRR is as great
as about .9 (for CL:=).

3. Code Validatlon

The computer simulaticn was run with a variety of con-
ditions to study tne code validation properties of the AN/TPX-42. The
perforzance was generally poor (below 90% probability of code valida-

tion) for all cases at low (less than 0.0) valies of TRR. Figure S-2
shows the res-iS fc: fr 1- hi: case with the processor settings
planned fcr use wi.-In: gtvernen: test program (namely LW*S, LE:2,
7-7=1 and CL:=, three mc~e interlace). it is apparent that even for
fruit'rates as low as 300 reý.lies trains per second, the probability of
cod-ý. %&lidation fails telow 90% f-r TRR !elow 0.85.

".Azimuth Ac7-uracyj

Target ce- ernarking dcc=::acy ws studied as a function
o` nits per scan, ci±n:ience level, and fruli rate. The suggested

...nal naximum a .ibl- evel cF standard deviation of reported
tar;et azimuth .s : -z-.e repeti'*Icn periozL (2 prp's) which represents

O 0.S- at a- ;; 360 and a scan rate of 15 RPM. See Figure S-3.

a. A:imu:h r:-s erra- s acceptable (at or below 2 prp's)
for -.he 16 hi! cwbe f-r fruit rates between 1000 and
30,000 for ccnfidence levels of 0 and 4 even for

transponder reply ratios as iow as about 0.7.

b. With 9 hits the azimuth error is less than 1 prp
for CLxO and 4 for a fruit rate of 1000. (Recall how-

ever that with 9 hits, probability of detection is less
than with the 16 hit case).

c. When the number of hits is increased to 30 (CL:0, 4,
Fruit a 1000) the azimuth accuracy degrades e(rrors greater

than 2 prps) with TUR as high as .*S. When TRR falls
to 0.65 the centeraarking accuracy is about 4.S prps

(greater than 1 degree).

4. The occurrence of target azimuth splits with 16 hits
on target was simulated with CLaO and fruit rates be-
tween 300 and 30,000. For values of TRR below 0.8,

cE-II
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azimuth split= resulted for more than 2% of the targets

as shown in Figure S-4. However, because of the small

sample size associated with this particular estimator,
no accurate probability of splits can be assigned.

e. When the TPX-42 performance was examined in an en-

vironment of 30 hits per scan in contrast with 16
(all other parameters remaining unchanged) azimuth

accuracy and target split performance was significantly

"degraded.
S; Other Results

The computer simulation was also used to study the impact
of both burst errors and transponders replying to only two out of three
modes (missing mode) on system performance. In general, the results
indicate that burst errors with probability of occurrence of 0.1 seem
to have no rore degrading effect than that experienced by an equivalent
reduction in transponder reply ratio (TRR). The impact of a transponder
with a missing mode was a reduction in probability of detect-.n and

azimuth accuracy at lower (0.5S) values of TRR.

An analytic investigation of !alse alarm rate (false target)
generation due to the presence of fruit was performed for the AN/TPX-42
beacon processor. A suggested acceptable level of performance used is
one (1) persecond which is approximately the same as the Common Digitizer

(CD).whose allowable false alarm rate is 0.4 per second (i.e., four per

ten second scan). The analysis shows that with a confidence level of

zero (CL:0) less than one false alarm per second occurred with a fruit

rate of 20,000 trains per second and about 6 false alarms per second

occurred at a 30.,0O fruit rate. A confidence level setting of four

(CL=4) resulted in satisfactory performance (less than 0.4 false alarms

per second)with fruit rates up to 30,000 per second.

E. Conclusions

A Monte Carlo simulation of the AN/TPX-42 target detection and
code validation operatinn was performed with the following nominal

detector parameters:

o Sliding Window length (LW): 8

o Leading edge threshold (LE): 2

o Trailing edge threshold (TE): 1

o Confidence level (CL): 0

o Hits per target scan: 16

E-A4
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Results of the simulation study indicate that under these nominal

operating conditions, satisfactory performance (as measured by suggested

criteria included herein) is obtained for all performance parameters

of interest except code validation. With regard to code validation,

performance is below acceptable levels when the fruit rate is as low

as 300 per second and TRR is less than 0.86. Fruit rates of 30,000

reply trains per second can cause unacceptable performance (i.e. less

than 90% probability of validation) even when TRR is as high as 0.95.
In addition to determining the levels of performance under

Tiominal operating conditions and envirornent, the sensitivity of

system perfcrmance to various environmental parameters was determined.
Table S-2 gives a qualitative summary of these sensitivities. It can

be seen from that table that transponder repl5, ratio (TRR)and number

of hits per target scan have the greatest effect on performance. Prob-

ability of detection and code validation are the performance par&-
r1eters z;ost sensitive to changes in environment.

Parallel measurement programs and computer modeling efforts

are under way to characterize the present and postulated ground and

airborne environments. These programs, when coupled with the results
[ presented herein, wli.l provide a base for assessing beacon system

performance as a function of actual operating environments.

E- 16
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TAILE S-2

SENSITIVITY or PERFOR•.tA•CE PAPA•EI.TRS TO CHANGES !fl E•1V!RONIfENT

rNCREA3ING INCREASING
INCREASING INCREASYNG CODE VALI- PERCENTAGE
DET-ZCTION AZIMUTH DATION OF TARG ET

ENV!ROWPENT PROBABILITY ACCURACY PROSASILITY SPLITS

see Figures 2-2 thru 2-? thru 2-13 thru 2-11 tl.ru

2-6 2-10 2-17 2-20
INCREASING a 5 -2 .
FRUIT

INCREASING .a *2 #3 .2
TRANSPONDER
REPLY RATIO

INCREASI •G -2 '2 +1 -.
CONrIDENCE
LEVEL

INCRlTAS I"*'G 43 -3 *11 03
1UTS

I NCREA•S IN.G #2 *1 (MODE REPLY

RIATIO_

Sensitivity Ratings:

plus (*) Positive eo!-rolation
minue (s ) Negative correlation

Seneitivity Levels:

0 Unaffected or uildly affected

I Moderately affected
2 Strongly affected
$ Very strcngly affected
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APPENDIX F

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT

This appendix contains Sections II and III as well as part of Section

IV from the Final Report:

"ATCRBS Measurement Program - Final Report (Measurements in the N.Y.C.

Metropolitan Area)," by G. L. 1latfelter, W. P. Goldberg, R. Rubin,

and I. R. Smith", MITRE MTR-233i, Vol. I & 2, 24 March 1972.

Other results from the exrrimental program are contained in:

"ArCRES Measurement. Program - Interim Report (Measurements in the

Bedford Area)," by 1. R. Smith, MITRE WP-4216, 18 February 1972 and,

"Trandponder Decoder Performance in an Interference Environment",

by G. L. Glatfelter and I. R. Smith, MITRE WP-4332, 19 June 1972.

The last flight- PR a 98%

The experimental effort was directed in Department D-81 by R. C. Renick.
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Geographic Locale

To obtain data in a high air traffic density terminal area, the

experimental measurements were carried out in the vicinity of John

F. Kennedy Airport, New York City. Floyd Bennett Naval Air Station

was chosen as the interrogator site because of its proximity to

three major airports, John F. Kennedy, LaGuardia and Newark, and

because of its favorable terrain, availability of primary power and I
facilities for securing the' site. A map of Floyd Bennett Naval Air

Station showing the interrogator location is given in Figure 2-1 and

the relationship betwevn the test site and the surroundini, airports

is shown in the mijp in Figure 2-2.

Interrogator Configuration

A block dlagramatic representation of the interrogator/receiver I
is shown in Figure 2-3. The major equipment consists of two AN/UPX-6,

transceivers, an antenna rotator AB/221-TPS-lD with dual rotary joint,

directional antenna AT-309 and omnidirectional antenna AS-177. One

AN/UPX-6 is used to transmit the sidelobe suppression pulse, P2 f via
the AS-177 antenna and the second one is used to transmit the P1 and P3

pulses and to receive transponder replies via the directional antenna

AT-309,

The UPX-6 transceivers are driven by a modified coder-decoder, KY-274

and KY-275, supplemented by a PRF and trigger generator. The combina-

tion of KY-2 74, KY-275 and PRF generator is capable of genetating

F-2 1
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Modes 3/A, C and D either separately, or interlaced in pairs on a one

to one basis. Interrogations can be performed continuously or, under

the control of the data processing equipment, in a burst transmission

mode as the antenna beam passes the azimuth of the target. The video

output of the decoder is processed by the data processing equipment

and also displayed on two UPA-35 PPI displays. The unprocessed video

output of the UPX-6 receiver is available for display as are various

other signals and functions. In order to provide a clear display

for photogro, phic purposes, the output of the decoder is defruited

by a Defruiter AN/GPX-27. Both the defruited and undefruited outputs

are available for display. One UPA-35 is provided with a Ccntrol

Indicator C-2055 which generates an area gate. The area, or tracking

gate is displayed on the PPI displays and is used to generate various

other gates and timing signals as described below.

To assist the operator In tracking the aircraft, the unprocessed

video output of the UPX-6 receiver, that is received during the

tracking gate, is integrated and presented on a slow aweep storage

tube display. The storage tube also dispLay: the gates generated by

the data processing equipment showing the opzrator the relative

position of the aircraft and the tracking gate.

Voice communications with the test aircraft is obtained by means i
Il

of a VHF equipment manufactured by Comco and consisting of a 779

receiver, a 778 transmitter and a 780 power amplifier. The power I
output is 50 watts. The communication channel is used for both voice

F-6
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cammunication and the transmission of synchronizing signals to the air-

borne portion of the measuring equipment. The synchronizing signals

are a 400 Hz and a 2000 Hz tone which modulates the transmitter at

appropriate times under the control of the data processing equipment.

The complete interrogator station is mounted in a 31 foot trailer

as shown in exterior view and several interior views in Figures 2-4,

2-5 and 2-6. •

Operational Considerations

Referring to Figure 2-3, it is instructive to trace some of the

mort important signal flows that occur during tracking operation. To

avoid interfering with the normal operation of the ATC system, the

FAA. specified a repetition rate of 258 interrogations per second to i

" 7 . be maintained throughout the tests. This repetition rate is generated

by an adjustable PRF generator that forms part of the modified coder-

decoder and is used as the basic timing signal throughout the system.

The coder section of the KY-274 accepts the trigger pulses from the

PRF generator and produces drive pulses for the P /P transmitter and

the PI transmitter in accordance with the mode selected by the Mode

Selection Switch. Three modes are provided; Mode 3/A, Mode C, and i
Mode D with spacngs between PI and P3 of 8, 21, and 25 lis respectively.

The P2 pulse is always two ps after P,. By means of a selector -

switch, the coder can be made to interrogate continuously or in a short

burst, once per revolution of the antenna.

The azimuth at which the interrogation burst occurs is determined 4

by the position of the azimuth cursor on the PPI display. The position

F-7
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of the cursor is controlled by means of a joystick which also controls

the range of a range gate. The joystick azimuth and range information

are inserted into the Control Indicator which combines then to produce

an area gate. The area gate consists of a sequence of approximately

30 range gates each about 40 Ws long, spaced at the reciprocal of

the PRF. The length of the range gates and the number of range gates

are both adjustable by means of range and azimuth gate width controls

in the Control Indicator. Since the area gate tends to have a some-

what slow rise and fall time on its leading and tracking edges, it is

processed further by the data processing equipment before use as a

final tracking gate. The data processor also reproduces a set of

pre-triggers which are returned to the KY-274 coder to produce the

burst interrogations. For these tests, the burst interrogations and

interrogations used for acquisition purposes were always on Mode D.

Replies from the target aircraft are received by the P I/P3

receiver and decoded by the KY-275. Reply Code 4000 that is not

normally used in the N.Y. area was employed to segregate the target

aircraft Mode D responses from all others. The decoded replies are

displayed on the PPI and also passed to the data processing equi.pment

41 for further processing, as described below. The signals displayed

on the PPI are the primary means by which the tracking operator keeps

th" area gate centered on the target. To further assist in maintain-

ing a good track, the operator is also provided with second display

which, in effeLt, expands the azimuth scale. The raw video from the

=F-li



P /P3 receiver is gated by the area gate, integrated and presented

on a slow sweep storage tube along with the tracking gates generated

by the data processing equipment. The resulting display shows the

operator the relationship between the target and the gate and permits

him to make appropriate, small, azimuth corrections.

The decoder output consists of two types of signals: each pair

of bracket pulses spaced at 21.3 lis produces a narrow pulse output;

the correct code produces a wide pulse output. The data processor

recognizes narrow pulses as fruit and wide pulses as legitimate

replies to Mode D interrogaticns. Since the Mode D reply code is not

usec by any other aircraft, the ratio of Mode D replies to Mode D

interrogations gives a measure of round reliability.

At periodic intervals during the test, a traffic count is recorded

photographically. This is accomplished by interrogating on Mode A

over several complete scans and photographing the PPI display scope.

To make the task of counting traffic on these photographs somewhat

easier, the fruit is eliminated from the PPI by passing the decoder

output through a defruiter before display.

In the data processor, the Mode D re) Les are gated by the pro-

cessed area gate. The data processor, in effect, splits the azimuth

portion of the area gate into an early gate, a dwell gate and a late

gate. It accomplishes this digitally by counting PRF triggers. The

number of triggers contained in the early-late gates and the dwell

gate are adjustable by means of thumb-wheel switches. The purpose

F-12



cf this arrangement is to provide guard gates around the dwell gate

to insure that the data in the dwell gate in valid, i.e. that

the interrogations and replies occured on the peak of the antenna

beam and not on the steep sides of the beam. where the data could be

invalidated by low signal strength either in the interrogation or

the response. As an illustration, assume the antenna rotation rate is •
10 r/min. Since the nominal beam-width is 2.5 and the repetition

rate is 258,

60 x 258 x 2.5 s 10 Interrogations per beam-width. II
are produced. The azimuth gate is then sec wide enough 'o provide

30 interrogations and the early-late gates and dwell gate are set

for 10 interrogations each. A tracking criterion is then set in the

data processor, by means of a thumb--wheel switch, whereby the early- -

late gates must have some specified number of replies, e.g. two

out of th• ten interrogations (m 7-ut of n), before the data in the

dwell gate is accepted. If two replies are not present in the early-

late gate, the dwell gate data is tagged as invalid. This system -

insures that poor tracking will not be mistaken for poor round

reliability. If the tracking operator does not keep the tracking

gate centered on the target, there may be missing replies in the -1

dwell gate due to low signal strength, howiver in that case, the

early or late gate will not pass the tracking criterion, two hits

out of ten, and the data will be tagged as invalid.

F-13 1
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In Figure 2-8, the timing relationships between the various

waveforms are shown for the case where the cursor is centered on the

target. In Figure 2-8(b) the azimuth part of the area gate, or sector

j gate is shown. For an antenna speed of 10 r/min, this weveform is

about 120 milliseconds long. The early, late and dwell gates

produced by the data processor are shown in (c), (d) and (e) and the

relirionship to the burst interrogations is shown in (f). The reply

from the target is shown in (g) and the integrated video displayed

on the glow sweep storage tube is shown in (h).

Cround Srtiion Data Processor

A simplified functional block diagran of the ground station data

proccsscr is shovv in Figure 2-7. This data processor generates the

gates which are required to qualify, count, and record the data

culle±..vd during an interrogator scan. In addition, the data pro-

cessor generates programed interrogation pretriggers which are sent

to the interrogation coder input. These triggers are used to generate

Mode D interrogations over a controlled angular scanning sector.

Sector and Early-Late Gate Logic

The time relationships of the various signals generated by the

data processor are shown in Figure 2-8 for the case where the manual

tracking cursor is centered on an aircraft transponder reply signal.

The corresponding angular relationships are depicted in Figure 2-9

showing the plan position indicator (PPl)'tracking presentation.
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In Figure 2-8 the beginning and end of the sector gate is

synchronized with the system PRF pretriggers to produce a synchronized

sector gate. This gate is centered about the tracking cursor. Sub-

sequent pretrigger pulses are used in counters to divide the sector

gate into a precision early gate, dwell gate, and late gate. The

widths of these gates can be set to an integral number of PRF periods

by using front panel thumbwheel switches. The beginning and end of

all gates coincide with the system pretrigger and therefore will not

split synchronous responses from the aircraft transponder. Adjustment

of the relative widths of the early, late, and dwell gates determines

the total number of programmed interrogations during the sector,

Figure 2-8(f), ai well as the number of Interrogations which occur

in each gate. The gate widths are normally adjusted for a gi%,..

antenna Rran rat(- so that the dwell gate spans the 3 dB points of

the beam while the early-late gates are adjusted so as to provide

tracking and data qualification information to the data processor

and tracking operator.

Figure 2-8(g) shows the area gated reply video (range and angle

gated) from a target centered on the tracking cursor. This video

is box-carred as shown in Figure 2-8(h) and displayed along with the

angle tracking gate, Figure 2-8(i), on a storage scope. This display,

along with the PPI scope is used for tracking operator information.
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Ground Station Data

The ground station functional block diagram, Figure 2-7, indi-

I cates the type of data which is collected during one interrogator

antenna scan. All data is converted to digital data and is sent via

a digital multiplexer to an incremental magnetic tape unit. The data

are written in a fixed format on a seven track IBM compatible tape

at 200 bits per inch. This tape is compatible with most computer

systems.

Data recording is initiated by the end of the sector gate. All

of the data is recorded for every scan. Various flags are used to

Ii mark data and/or qualify it for subsequent data reduction programs.

The data are defcribed briefly lelow:

Manual Inpua -- This data is written as a header on the tape

and consists of the date, time, and varius aiystem operating parameters.

r Analog Inputs- Coarse range and azimuth analogs are derived

from the UPA-35 PPI scope tracking circuits. Peak signal is the

maximum level of the box-carred video that occurred in the sector gate.

Data Flags - The 'lad Data and Data Log flags can be risnually set

by ,n operator. They are used to mark data for subsequent action by
data reduction programs.

Sd The Off Target flag is automatically set by the early-late gate

logic when the dwell gate is not centered on the target so as to meet

a fixed tracking criteria. This criteria consists of m replies out

of n Interrogations in both the early and late gates.

F-19
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Interrogations Per Dwell - The number of interrogation during

the dwell gate.

Scan Counter - Counts the number of antenna scans and is used

for data indexing.

Elapsed Time - Recorded as hours, minutes, and seconds to the

nearest second. The clock used in the tests is stable to better than

one second per day. It is started and synchronized with a similar

clock in the aircraft at the beginning of a flight.

Fruit Per Scan - The fruit per scan is derived from the bracket

output of the decoder. The brackets are deghosted and degarbled as

shown in the examples of Figure 2-10. In Figure 2-11 the resetable

one shot multivibrator does not begin its output until the trailing

edge of the input pulse. 1 .- retimed with each new input pulsc.

The 1 ts one shot multivibrator is a!io used as a ghost window.

The output from this logic ts counted as ±v•it.

Fruit Per Dwell - The degarbled and degho-rted fruit is gated by

the dwell gate to produce fruit per dwell.

Mode D Reply Word - The Mode D replies are processed by a 36 bit
shift register. The register is s&ifted once per interrogation. A

dwell gated Mode D reply during the PRF period sets a ONE while no

reply sets a ZERO. Thus the pattern of replies is recorded during

the dwell gate on a per scan basis. This data is qualified by the

applicable flags described above.
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Airborne Equipment Configuration

The test aircraft employed is a twin engine Cessna 310, N6839T.

It carries a full complement of navigation and communication gear and

is normally equipped with a standard ATC transponder. For these i

tests, the aircraft's tra qponder was replaced with a modified unit j
to respond to Modes 3/A. C, and D. The ATCRBS antenna already on I

the aircraft was used. 1]
Traný. nder

The aircraft transponder selected for this program is a NARCO

Model AT6-A tr,-7v,-nnder with an extra coder-decoder panel unit. The

-r:m.ponder :as pa.•.;ed Technical Standard Orders (TSO) tests by

designated t,,t'.,itg agencies and was selected for the experiment

because Its ease of m, odification and ready access to certain

signal circuits required for the purposes at hand.

A: sipli.Lfed functional diagram of the modified transponder

c,w, ic•jration is shown in Figure 2-12. it is seen to consist of a

gtanr,.rd remo)ti unit (RF and video circuitry) a standard panel unit, ,

and a .lodifien panel unit.

The emo t e ur..t was not modified except to pick off the AGC and

reDly .ae ana.og s'gnals.

-he standard patiel unit decodes and responds to normal Mode A

rA
or :Ac ue C Inter-)gatir.,ns with Mode A identity code set in or. its AA

panel switches. This tLnit was maodified by adding the gates shown in

F-23
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figure 2-12 to pick off data and to inhibit its own operation when

tae other panel unit was replying to a Mode D interrogation. Other-

wise its operation is normal.

The second panel unit was modified to decode and respond to a

Mode D interrogation. This was accomplished by disabling the Mode A

decoding circuitry and changing the Mode C (21 ws) decoding circuitry

to decode Mode D (25 us). The Mode D response was then changed so

that it replies with the disabled Mode A identity switch setting.

Other changes include adding the logic gates shown in Figure 2-12 to

pick off data and to inhibit its own operation when the standard S.

panel unit responds to Mode A or Mode C.

With the exception of the cross-inhibits both units function in

their normal w-nner, the standard unit replying to Mode A or Mode C

interrogations normally while the modified unit replies oxaV" to Mode

D interrogations with its own identity code. The addf. . . es

only to pick off the required signals which are sent to ,.rne

data processor and in no way interferes with normal panel unit logic

operation.

The modified transponder and the data processing and recording

equipment are mounted in a single carrying case to permit rapid and

easy installation. A photograph of the aircraft is shown in Figure

2-13. The airborne equipment is shown in Figure 2-14 and installed

in the aircraft in Figure 2-15.
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Airborne Data Processor

A suimplified block diagres of the airborne data processor is

shown in Figure 2-16. The purpose of this unit is to collect, qualify

and record dinI which are derived from the airborne transponder.

Comparison of Figure 2-7 with Figure 2-16 shows that the ground and

airborne dare processors are similar in their operation. The purpose

here is to synchronize the airborne data with that taken on the

ground so that interrogation-reply comparisons can be made.

Airborne Sector and Early-Late Gates

The airborne riming diagram is shown in Figure 2-17. It is

required that tOe ;,arborne dwell gate, Figure 2-17 (e), be exactly

aligned with the ground station dwell gate shown in Figure 2-17(a).

In Ih,.s Manner both data processors collect and qualify data on a

pulse by pulse basis from the same section of the scanning antenna

pattern.

Sector gate and early-late gate circuit operation in the airborne

unit Is identical with that on the ground except that the airborne

gates are derived from a pulsed 1 me clock. This clock ts

pulsed on by a secto- gate which is derived from a two-tone signal

sent to the aircraft via a dedicated channel on the VHF coamunicatior.

link. The airborne dwell gate width is x.'t to equl1 th• gieu,,d dwell

gate width. However, the airborne early-late gate width is slightly

shortened as shown in Figure 2-17(c) so as to ac. ,unt for various

circuit delays through the synchronizing channel. Experience h".
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shown that ground to air dwell gate alignment can be maintained

(within + 0.25 ms) ever the useful dynamic range of the synchroniza-

tion link.

Similar to the ground station, track qualification is accomplished

by counting the number of Mode D reply pulses which occur in the

rracking gates. Qualification requires m out of n replies in the

early gate and also the late gate. Therefore, the airborne data may

be disqualifled.by the ground tracking operator being off target,

Inw signal level or it will be disqualified due to false airborne

sectorgates being generated by Interference on the communications

Channel.

Airborne DaLa

Airborne data are derived from the outputs of the special air-

borne transponder. As noted, the transponder is a NARCO Model AT6-A

suitably modified to respond to normal interrogations as well as

Mode D interrogations. All data is converted to digital form and

recorded on a high environmental incremental magnetic tape unit via

a digital data multiplexer. The data is recorded in a fixed format

on a seven track I1M compatible tape at 200 bits per inch.

All data is recorded for every scan and is described below.

Manual Inputs - Used as a header on the tape for data, time and

various operating system parameters.

AGC and Reply Rate - These are analog voltages corresponding to

the transponder reply rate. The AGC is derived from the reply rate
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roltage in the NARCO AT6-A transponder and is not necessarily a

f'nction of signal strength.

Data Flags - Bad Data and Data Log flags can be manually set

by an operator. The airborne off-target flag is used to qualify data

against ground tracking or synchronization link interference. All

of the data flags are used to edit .. tta by subsequent data reduction

programs.

Dwell Gate Width - Records dwell gate width in milliseconds-

used as a check against the ground station dwell gate and communica-

Stion link interference.

Mode D Reply Counter - Counts the Mode D replies during the

airborne dwell gate.

A/C Replies Per Dwell - Counts the Mode A or Mode C replies

during the airborne dwell gate.

A/C Replies Per Scan - Counts the MHde A or Mode C replies

between airborne sector gates (corresponds to one scan less the sector

width).

A/C/D SLS Per Dwell - Counts Mode A or Mode C or Mode D sidelobe

suppressions during the airborne dwell gate.

A/C/D SLS Per Scan - The above for one scan.

Scan Counter - Counts the number of sector gates (scans) used

for bookkeeping and communication interference checks.
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--• E Eigeoeed Time - Time into the flight to derive6 from a crystal

controlled digital clock accurutc to better than one second per day.

The airborne clock and ground station clock* are start3d and syncbro-

. nized at the beginning of a flig$t. Time i3 recorded in hours,
minutes, and seconds to the nearest second.

Reply Word Shift Register - Records the Mode D reply word.

Two-Tcne Ground to Air Synchronization Signals

t The purpusL of the ground to air tone signal is to synchronize

data taken by the airborne date processor with that taken by the

ground data processor. The daa from the two sources are compared

t ov, a interrogation to response basis in subsequent data reduction

r
programs.

The ground to airborne timing relationships for the case where

the ground tracking cursor is centered on an aircraft response are

shown in Figure 2-18. The VHF transmitter is turned on about 0.2

seconds before the grouni sectrr gate and is turned off about 0.2

seconds after the sector *ate. Two tones are used to modulate the

VHF carrier as shown in Figure 2-18(b), a 400 Hz tone which is used

as an interference protection late for the synchronizing signal and

a 2000 Hz tone whcb is the sf-nchronizing eignal.

The two tones are separated in the airborne unit by filter

circuits whose outputs are shown in Figure 2-18(c) and (d). The

400 N;z filter circuit has a 28 Hz bandwidth followed by a 0.1 second

post detection integrator. The equivalent narrow bandwidth of this
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Figure 2-10 GROUND TO AIRCRAFT TIMING RELATIONSHIPS
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filter is used to protect against interference and impulse noise on

the VHF communication link. The 2000 Hz signal has an equivalent

brndwidth of 1000 Hz with a 400 Hz notch. Its output is used to

derive the airborne sector gate. This signal is gated by the 400 Hz

protection gate. The various signal levels and the filter thresholds

are adjusted so that if the 400 Hz output gate is present, the

airborne sector gate will not vary more than + 0.25 ms due to signal

to noise ratio over the useful dyn3mic range of the VHF link. Con-

tiruous audio monitoring and gain control adjustment by an airborne

operator throughout these experiments provided reliable operation

of this c':itical synchronizing link.

The airborne sector gate is used to pulse a 1 ms clock in the

airborne data processor. Early-late tracking gates and the dwell

gate derived from this clock are used to track, collect, and qualify

data in the airborne processor.

Equipment Parameters

Table 2-1 lists the nominal parameters of the airborne and

around radar equipment. Figure 2-19 shows the sidelobe suppression

characteristic of the transponder as a function of input level and

Fignre 2-20 gives the effective bandwidth of the transponder.
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Table 2-1

TRANSPONDER

Minimum Triggering Level -72 dBa

Power Output 240 watts peak

S1.S Dead Tile 3 5 us

Mode 3/A. C & D Inhibit Time 58 us, 70 •s, 94 tis

,ransmir.ter Frequency , 1091 M]4z

Response Delay - Leading Edge of P3

to Leading Edge of F1  3 Lis

INTERROGATOR

F1/P 3 Transmitter Frequency 1030 Mflz

P, Transmitter Frequency 1030 MHz

P I/P3 Power 1200 watts peak

P 1 P3 Pulse Width 0.9 us

P2 Power 1600 watts peak

P2 Pulse Width 0.9 us

Repetition Rate (Specified by FAA) 258 Hz

VSWR P /P3 Line 1.15

VSWR P2 Line 1.10

PIl P3 Receiver Sensitivity -91 dgm

P, Receiver Sensitivity -90 dhe

P1 /P3 Receiver Plus Decoder Senuitivity -84 dBm
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SECTION III

FLICHT PLANS

Lxperimental Requiremanto

Thte selection of appropriate flight patterns for ATCRBS perfor-

n.t.'t, d:ita ac4uisition is governed by a number of considerations.

"o'nt.raitirts•in the New York metropolitan area, including the

.. i'i.' implcmented Teftinal Conitrol Area (TCA) concept, motivated the

i,: of Vri flights t.) provide a sufficient deltree of flexibility

1, "i!,ht planvi-ig. lImplicit in the selection of VFR flights is the

r ;.i•"tn . aviding the penetration of the TCA volume during the

f'.f',ht. t.ests. T.- ýir'pltfy target tracking and to obtain a relatively

-i•:.,rv ~dsignal amplItude, courstan! speed, experimeiital interrogator

t:t:Cttred, circular flight patterns were selected as being most appro-

priare. To avoid severe ioes of signal caused by uiusLaa piaLttctn

Sverriciil lobe nulls (destructive. interference of direct and multi-path

rt. lt, ted nigaals), flight radius and altitude combinations were chosen

4corresponding to the vertical lobe peaks. To complemenrt the circular

flight cuntours, radidl flight paths were added to the flight plans.

ii1w directions of the radial segments were selected to 'be parallel

t., th,, existtng approach and departure corridors uf the nearby JFK

-irport to maximize the mAinlobe fruit collected. Horizon coverage

nd traniponder antenna aspect angle considerations were taken into

,.t,,•:.t In the selection cf the range, altitude and speed of the

t.eSt flights. Two major flight pattern geometries were chosen.
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One geometry consisted of flights beyond the maximum radius of the

TCA at a range of 36 n.ml. and at an altitude of 7500 feet. The

S~second geometry required flying above the top mf the TCA at an
altitude of 9000 feet at a range of 18 n.mi. In the latter flight -i

Sregime several active interrogator sites SLS coverage regions are

penetrated durithgthe flight. These are regions within which detect-

able sidelobe Interrogations are likely.

Aircraft Considerations a

From a data acquisition viewpoint it is desirable to collect as

many measurement samples as possible during an interval in which the

ATCRBS environment is essentially stationary. It can be shown that

significant changes in the angular distribution of air traffic occur

in intervals of from 5 to 10 minutes. A vehicle which could follow

the centroid of a localized cluster of air traffic would be ideal 4
from the standpoint of parameterized data collection i.e. data

collection over intervals where one or more system parameters are

held steady to observe the effects of the remaining parameters.

Although it is not possible, in an uncontrolled experiment, to pre-

dict the details of general air traffic movement it was felt that

an experiment aircraft which could keep pace with the traffic would

be adequate. A four seat Cessna 310, capable of cruising at 150 knots

with dual controls and space for the logging equipment and a tech-

nician, was selected for this experiment. The operating ceiling, for

the Cessna, which is unpressurized is approximately 12 to 14 kilofeet
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above sea level. Flight altitudes were chosen on the basis of

vertical lobing considerations rather than the maximum attainable

altitude. Due to fuel capacity. maxum tracking range and flight

origin constraints it was felt that a Nauimum of 2 to 2 1/2 hours

of recorded flight data could be obtained during each flight.

DetaLled Flight Patterns

Figures 3-1.,.3-2 and 3-3 depict the time-position history or

tr,-, c t'ry (Sf the experliental aircraft during the three flights in

ti;a New York metropolitan area. The numbers along the trajectories

,.'"-,,',;-,d to the time (hours, akinutes and seconds) into the flight

?,.•r. The first flight occurred on Wednesday February 9, 1972. Its

tr.',,Atcry, tlight pattern A, consisted of & 18 n.wi. semi-circular

arc with radial extensions parallel to JFK airport - runway 22 as shovn

in kigure 3-1, at an altitude of 7500 feet that was flown first

in flie counterclockwise direction then retraced in the clockwise

direction. On Friday February 11, 1972 the second flight occurred.

Its trajectory, flight pattern B, consisted of a 36 n.mi. 200 degree

circular arc, with radial extensions, at an altitude of 8500 feet,

dS shown in Figure 3-2. The third flight occurred on Wednesday

February 16, 1972. Its trajectory flight pattern C, as shown in

F igure 3-3, consisted of a combination of the previus two flight

* patterns. Two semi-circular ares were flown in the third flight, 7

one At a 18 n.,%i. radius the other at a radius of 36 n.mi. In
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addition two circuits around two known active interrogator sites,

Newark airport and Floyd Bennett field, were included in the flight

plan to investigate the characteristics of SLS interrogatione tskon lJ
J

at close range.

4

i

'1
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SECTION IV

DAUA COLLECTION, REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS

Dat4 acquialtion events were scan ordered In a periodic fashion.

For .4 converutive scane, burst-like sequences of Mode D tnterrogattons

were transmitted jit a PRF of 298 ips during the interval w4en the

Interrogator beoam and the aircraft target crossed. Every 25 scan

6.. devoted cv: the collectlon of fruit Jata in 17 twenty degree Iaigular

sect.'rs. In the eighteenth sectur, which contaios the target sector,

fr',it collection is omitted stnce fruit per dwell measurements are

nade in that sector. In the sequence of 24 conbecutive scan@ the

4ude D interrogation bursts are subdivided into three sets of 10

intezrogations each. The three time Intervals contoining these sets

of interrogations are referred to as the early, dwell and late sates,

reupectively. Replies to the Mode D interrogations occurring in the

earlv and late gates are subjected to a out of n threshold tests both

at the van and in the aircraft to establish the validity of dwell

gate centering within the mainlobe-.tarRet crossover interval. Scans

in which ca:ly and late gate threshold tests are faiied In either the

van record, the air record or both are deleted from the processed

recorda. The recorded data which relates to events occurring during

the dwtll gates include;
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Van Tag#

Mode D Interrogations per dwell __

Frult per dwell

Van track status flag
Tmrget range

Tahzet azimuth
Iuak .LaerrT.ator receiver video
7tterrog;a.tor reply word sequence (presence or absence of

-,d ividat1a-, replies)

A,;;' Vo•l t age

r.Bip,',nder 4ode IU replies

Mode "AlC replJes per dwell

"Stdivlte .supprexilons per dwell
Airborne track sLatus Llag

Trai,spinder reply word acquenct (asynchronous)

it thti inter,.tl bet.weezt successive dwells the following scan

rVIaLted dr..- re recorded:

Fruit per scan
S, ;n. number

Elapsed time in hours, minurea and seconds

Ar Tapte

Mode 3A/C ruplies per dcan
S~Sideleohe ,,uppressions per scan

S~Scan number
Elapsed time in hours, minutes and seconds

U1 the 25th scan following the sequence of 24 consecutive Mode D

InterrotgaIten scans the van tape recorder records.

Fruit per angular SCe-LLur
Sector azimuth
DataS tatus flag
FlaPted time In hours, minutes And seconds
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The raw van and air tape recordings which are vritten in a

mixed blnar- and DO for-at with an irregular packing density are

unpacked from tne tapes with a compatible assembly language routine.

A PDP-B minicomputer listIO4 of the raw data tape recordings is made
I

initially for qulck-look analysis and mtablishlng the segments toab*

sublected 'to'further processing on the IBM 370/155 central processor.

The s-quence of majorjM-370/155 processint steps includes; assembly

language unpacking of dual tapes. sorting of sector data for angular

fruit d�itribution analysis, filterirg out poor and "roneous dwell

ddta based on L'ack criterion thresholds, data quality flags, time

tcorrrsprndence and spurPnus air taie frames. Spurious air tape frames

: .i:arirn:1 v zener;jaec by com'tunicata-is channel interference

which cause the false triggering ,e data loggina units. A aample

of filtered data is shown in Table entttled Van Data Elements and

In •';ble 4-2 rntitied Airborne Data Elements. After the data !iltering

cperation a series of statistical analysis operations are performed

which produce sample cumulative probability distributions, sample

statistical moments (means, standard deviations, etc.), correlation

c-efficients and linear least mean square regremslon analysis for each

of tht following eleven measured or derived ATCPBS variables:

Transponder reply ratio (up-link performance portmeter)

Round reliability (evo way overall performance parameter)

Interrotatar population count

Mode 3A/C replies per scan
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Sidelobe suppressions per scan

Fruit per dwell

Mode 3.4/C replies per dwell

Sidelobe suppressions per dwell

Effecrjve interrogation rate

a,,rbje (down-link interference)

Fruit per scan

"!e interrogator popula!rion data, are generated from a geometric

',•ý; vsIs cubrour.inc which identifies and sums the number of interro-

:. •;:~t.a:i the hri•z n coverage of the aircraft at all positions

zu,.r s. TI*e ,tftective interrogation rate is another derived

Ai":PS v..:rabi.: which is extracted from a sampled transponder AGC

SYstem voltage level (called the reply rate voltage) which has been

calibrated previously against uniform interrogation rate test signals

duri:,w, initial transponder laboratory bench tests. The garble

variable is inferred, rather than directly measured, as the difference

between transponder Mode D replies and interrogator Mode D decoded

replies per dwell. A comparison of interrogator, transponder and

garble (derived) reply word sequences for a segment of the 2-9-72

flight is made in Table 4-3.

Further statistical analysis. of i sured data is performed in

the form of hypothesis testing procedures which determine whether

a given ATCRBS variable may be characterized by a known stochastic

process. Three hypothesis distributions are used In these tests:
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TABLE 4-3

COM4PARISON OF AIRBORNE, VAN AND GARBLE REPLY WORD SEQUENCES

FLIGHT: 2-9-72 TIME SPAN 0:16:08
0:27:24

VAN RE'LY WORD A/C REPLY WORD GARBLE

:!OiiOio11.1O110111 001000001

•UiIIII 111111111 000000000

1i1110101 111111101 000001000
valillilll 011111111 000000000

*!!!illII I111111111 000000000

,,>J001011 0i0101011 000100000!.11l II11i11i1 0010000000,.l)111011 111111 101000100

.7.i0I o,011]10111 000000000
I I ,"I!il0• .11 000000010, IU*IO lIi 1iii1ii1i 0001C.0100

M7!111 0110 11[11 .1i1000001001

1 M131101 000000000

2i![LIIOI 111111011 000000000
!!111![[OI lJl~llll 000000010

011111111L 111111111 000000000
I UO011 lO111.100111 000000000

*iOl.Al. ll 111111101 100000000
0i1101iioO U11101101 000000000li~i)llO01 011111101 000000100liilll ii111111011 0000000001.LI1111O 111111111 000000001
11.(1[11011 111111011 001000000

0!111I1111 111111111 000000000

0101010110 101010111 000000001

1111111111 111111111 000000000

111.111.01 111111101 000000000

i11O1111110 111111111 0100000001

i.O01i11110 011111110 010000000

0101011111 101011111 000000000
11I0111111 110111111 000000000

ili1iii111 11111111 000000000

1111111111 111111111 000000000

111100110 111100110 0000000001OOlllOllI 011110111 000000000
1L11111110 111111111 000000000
0111111111 111111111 000000001
0111111111 Iiiiiiiii 000000000

1110011010 110011010 000000000

If10101011 010101011 000000000

"*A/C and Garble words show last nine bits of a possible 10 bit

sequence due to an offset.
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the normal distribution, the Poisson distribution and the binomial

distribution. Hypothesis testing results reported on in this paper

can be a significant aid in ATCRBS simulation and modelling studies.

ATCRBS Physical Environment

At 10 minute intervals during the recorded protions of each of

Ch:. three test flights the sequence of unique Mode D interrogation

t)ursts was interrupted and Mode 3A and C interrogations were generated

continuously for several scans. During these intervals two photo-

graphs of the PPI scope displAy, showing the defruited replies to

t!• Mode 3A/C interrogations, were taken. Periodic photographs were

•aken horh at the Floyd Bennett Field test interrogator site and at

th,! display console in the JFK International Airport tower. The JFK

airport tower display is .arived from the defruited output of the

JFK interrogator. Two range scales were used on the van PPI scope

photographs, one covering a range of 50 n.mi. with five 10 n.mi. rings,

the other covering 160 n.mi. with eight 20 n.mi. rings. The JFK dis-

play covered 50 n.mi. with no scale markings. A comparison of the

Mode 3A/C beacon-equipped air traffic, targets, as seen by each 0-50

n.mi. interrogator display is shown in Figure 4-1 for the flight of

Wednesday, February 9, 1972. The origin of the time scale corresponds

to 1345 EST.

The radial distributions of air traffic in the 160 n.mi. radius,

whicb were monitored on the van interrogator PPI display, during four

periods, each of which was approximately two hours long, on Wednesday
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February 9, 1972, Friday February 11, 1972, Wednesday February 16,

1972 and Tuesday February 22, 1972 are shown in Figures 4-2, 4-3,

4-4 and 4-5. There exists a marked similarity among these graphs

in that the median range is about 50 n.mz. on each plot. Equally

significant is the observation that 30 to 40 percent of the air

traffic is contained within a 30 n.mi. radius of Floyd Bennett Field,

•,*zh is the region from which fruit replies, occurring in the

antenna sidelobes, originate. Although most of the air traffic lies

outside of this region it is more likely that the observed peaks in

r t- angularly sampled asynchronous fruit replies, collected by the

interrogator receiver (see Figures 1ii thrcugh 121 ia Appendix II),

are caused by the chance multiple Iiluminct~in by other interrogators

of the targets within 'the sidelobe region of the experimental interro-

gator than by the simultaneous illumination by several inte:rrogator

beams of the same target region.

With a data bank of known interrogator geographic positions it

was possible to write a computer program to determine the number of

interrogators which are within the horizon coverage of the instan-

taneous experimental aircraft position. Aircraft position is deter-

mined from the recorded altitude, range and azimuth. The latter two

quantities are extracted from the tracking range and azimuth gate

positions on a scan-by-scan basis. Due to problems with the azimuth

encoder, shaft coupling slippage, only the 2-16-72 flight contained

reliable azimuth estimates and hence reliable interrogator population

counts and reliable angular fruit distribution measurements. Interrogator
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population counts averaged over 10 minute intervals during the 36

n.m.i. semi-circular portion of the 2-16-72 flight were between 34.1

and 48.9

The randoin spacing and interference of the ensemble of Mode 1,

2, 3A/C interrogation pulse trains present at the transponder antenna

input terminals occasionally simulate Mode D interrogations which

are otherwise unique in the environment. The transponder aecoder

w1iih is progranwmed to respond to any pair of pulse-like signals

with a, 25 L.s, Mcdc D, PI to P3 pulse scparation, is likely to

erroneously indicate the presence of a Mode D interrogation when a

paii of spurious pulses caused by TA'2AN or other L-band transmissions

arrive at the transpcnder with the proper spacing. The time history

of tht, excess Mode D repliu due to spurious Mode D interrogations

_ollected during the filtered antenna dwell peiiods for the three

tlights in the New York area is summarizcd in Table 4-4.
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